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Abstract. For a smooth closed embedded planar curve Γ, we consider the minimization problem of the Willmore
energy among immersed surfaces of a given genus g ≥ 1 having the curve Γ as boundary, without any prescription on

the conormal. In case Γ is a circle we prove that do not exist minimizers and that the infimum of the problem equals

βg − 4π, where βg is the energy of the closed minimizing surface of genus g. We also prove that the same result also
holds if Γ is a straight line for the suitable analogously defined minimization problem on asymptotically flat surfaces.

Then we study the case in which Γ is compact, g = 1 and the competitors are restricted to a suitable class C of varifolds

that includes embedded surfaces. We prove that under suitable assumptions minimizers exists in this class of generalized
surfaces.
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1. Introduction

In this work we consider immersed surfaces in R3 as follows. Fix an integer g ≥ 1 and let Sg be an abstract 2-
dimensional compact manifold of genus g. We call Σg the 2-dimensional manifold given by removing a topological disk
with smooth boundary from Sg. We will consider smooth immersions Φ : Σg → R3 and we will usually call Σ = Φ(Σg)
the immersed manifold. In this work a map is said to be smooth if it is of class C∞ up to the boundary.
In such a setting Σg is endowed with the Riemannian metric gij = 〈∂iΦ, ∂jΦ〉 and area measure dµg. For a local choice

of unit normal vector N on Σ, we define the vectorial second fundamental form as ~II(v, w) = −〈∂vN,w〉N and the
scalar second fundamental form as II(v, w) = −〈∂vN,w〉, for any v, w ∈ TpΣ. Therefore the mean curvature vector

is ~H = 1
2

∑
i=1,2

~II(ei, ei) and the scalar mean curvature is H = 1
2

∑
i=1,2 II(ei, ei), for any choice of an orthonormal

basis {e1, e2} of TpΣ. We recall that equivalently in local chart one has IIij = 〈N, ∂i∂jΦ〉. We adopt the convention
that in any product the repetition on upper and lower indexes means summation over those indexes. Then we can
also write H = 1

2 tr(II) = 1
2g
ijIIij . Then we define the Willmore energy of Φ as

(1) W(Φ) :=

ˆ
Σg

|H|2 dµg.

The norm of the second fundamental form is |II| = (giagjbIIijIIab)
1
2 and it will be useful the following quantity:

D(Φ) :=

ˆ
Σg

|II|2 dµg.

Assuming that Φ|∂Σg
is an embedding, we also define

G(Φ) ≡ G(Σ) :=

ˆ
∂Σ

(kg)Σ dH1,

with (kg)Σ = 〈~k∂Σ,−coΣ〉 geodesic curvature of ∂Σ, where ~k∂Σ is the curvature vector of the curve ∂Σ, that is γ̈ if γ
parametrizes ∂Σ by arc length, and coΣ is the unit outward conormal of Σ.

In the following we will need some definitions and results in the theory of curvature varifolds with boundary, for which
we refer to Appendix A (see [24] and [19]). If Φ : S → R3 is smooth and proper and S is some 2-dimensional manifold,
with a little abuse of notation we will use the symbol Σ both to identify the curvature varifold with boundary induced
by Φ and its support Φ(S); recall that is such case the varifold Im (Φ) induced by Φ is identified by the Radon measure
µΣ = θH2 ¬ (Φ(S)) where θ(x) is the cardinality of the preimage Φ−1(x). Also, integration with respect to the measure
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µΣ induced in R3 by the varifold Σ will be usually denoted by writingˆ
f dµΣ ≡

ˆ
Σ

f,

for any f ∈ C0
c (R3). Therefore we will equivalently write the above energies as

W(Φ) ≡ W(Σ) =

ˆ
Σ

|H|2,

D(Φ) ≡ D(Σ) =

ˆ
Σ

|II|2,

with H, II generalized mean curvature and second fundamental form of Σ. We write D(Σ ∩ U) =
´
U
|II|2 dµΣ ≡´

Σ∩U |II|
2.

If V is a curvature varifold with boundary, the symbol ∂V will denote the boundary measure on the Grassmannian
and σV = π](∂V ) will be the corresponding generalized boundary induced in R3.

We remark that the Willmore energy as defined in (1) is not conformally invariant because of the presence of a bound-
ary, but it is invariant just under isometry and rescaling. However, recall that for surfaces with boundary the quantity
(W +G) is conformally invariant ([7]).

Now consider a smooth embedded closed curve Γ ⊂ R3. In this paper we start the study of the following minimization
problem

(2) min
{
W(Φ)|Φ : Σg → R3 smooth immersion, Φ|∂Σg

→ Γ smooth embedding
}
,

which we can call Plateau-Douglas for the Willmore energy, since the constraints are just the boundary curve and the
topology of the surface, as in the case of the classical Plateau-Douglas problem ([15]). In particular we will mostly
deal with planar boundary curves Γ and genus g ≥ 1. We will show that in this case the problem is nontrivial in the
sense that not only there are no minimal surfaces among the competitors, but also the infimum of the problem is non
zero, and this is ultimately due to the constraint on the genus.
Such a minimization problem is definitely spontaneous in the study of variational problems related to the Willmore
functional and, in some sense, it is the direct analog with boundary of the problem proposed by Willmore himself
about the minimization of W among closed surface of a given genus ([40]), solved by putting together the results of
[37] and [4]. From such classical problem we recall the following definitions:

βg := inf{W(Σ) : Σ ⊂ R3 closed surface of genus g} = min{W(Σ) : Σ ⊂ R3 closed surface of genus g},

eg := βg − 4π < 4π ∀g,
which already play a role in the study of closed surfaces (see [4]).

The minimization problem of the Willmore energy for surfaces with boundary and the study of critical points is already
present in the literature under two main formulations. The first is the presence of the clamped boundary condition,
that is the additional constraint of having a prescribed smooth conormal field at the boundary. The latter is the
problem with the so called Navier condition, that is the condition H = 0 at the boundary, which arises naturally
from the minimization problem without clamped condition (like (2)), and has already been studied mainly under the
assumption that surfaces have rotational symmetry. Under this symmetry assumptions, recent results are contained
in [5], [6], [10], [11], [12], [13], [16], and [18]; a new result about symmetry breaking is [23]. We mention that an
interesting problem about Willmore surfaces in a free boundary setting is considered in [2]. Other remarkable related
results are achieved in [9], [14], [28], and [27].
Some works, and in particular [37], [20], and [34], developed a very useful variational approach, that today goes under
the name of Simon’s ambient approach. Such method relies on the measure theoretic notion of varifold as a gener-
alization of the concept of immersed submanifold. One of the most relevant work for our purposes is [34], in which
the author adapts the method of [37] for proving the existence of branched immersions that are critical points of the
Willmore energy under fixed clamped boundary conditions.
In this work we will deeply exploit first the conformal properties of the conformal Willmore functional W +G recalled
above, and then we will adopt the techniques of the varifold ambient approach of [37] and [34], especially for what
concerns regularity issues. As other successful applications of the ambient approach we mention [35], in which the
Willmore energy is minimized among closed surfaces with a constraint on the resulting isoperimetric ratio, and, more
importantly in the setting of surfaces with boundary, we have the already cited [34], and the more recent [17], in which
the author obtains results analogous to the ones in [34] for the Helfrich energy.
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We remark that, more recently, an alternative and very powerful variational method based on a weak notion of im-
mersions has been developed in [31], [32], and [33]. A recent application of these methods to the minimization of a
Willmore-type energy amog disk type surfaces with clamped boundary data and constrained area is contained in [8].
Another recent application is [25].

The numbers eg introduced above have a meaning in the study of minimization problems on asymptotically flat
surfaces. In this paper we call asymptotically flat surface of genus g without boundary with K ends a complete
orientable immersed 2-dimensional manifold Φ : M → R3 such that:

(1) M ' Sg \ tKi=1Di, i.e. M is diffeomorphic to a genus g surface with finitely many disjoint closed topological
discs removed,

(2) for any i = 1, ...,K there is Ui open boundary chart at Di such that Ui is diffeomorphic to an annulus with
∂Ui = ∂Di t γi for a curve γi ' S1, and there is an affine plane Πi such that for any ε > 0 there is R > 0 such
that Φ(Ui) \BR(0) is the graph over Π \KR of a function fR with ‖fR‖C1 ≤ ε where KR ⊂ Π is compact,

(3) D(Φ) < +∞.

If Φ defines an asymptotically flat surface of genus g without boundary with K ends as above, we call end of the
surface one of the sets Φ(Ui).

In the following we will also consider asymptotically flat surfaces Σ of genus g with K ends with boundary Γ, meaning
that Γ is a smooth complete embedding of R and Σ ⊂ R3 is a subset such that the following properties hold.

(i) Σ = ϕ(ψ(M)\L) where ψ is an embedding defining an asymptotically flat surface of genus g without boundary
with K end, ϕ : ψ(M) → R3 is a complete immersion, L is diffeomorphic to an open half-plane and it is
contained in one end, say E1, of ψ(M). Moreover ϕ|∂L : ∂L→ Γ is an embedding.

(ii) For any i = 2, ...,K for any end Ei of ψ there is an affine plane Πi such that for any ε > 0 there is R > 0 such
that ϕ(Ei) \BR(0) is the graph over Πi \KR of a function fR with ‖fR‖C1 ≤ ε where KR ⊂ Πi is compact.

(iii) There is an affine plane Π1 such that for any ε > 0 there is R > 0 such that ϕ(E1 \ (BR(0) ∪ L)) is the graph
over Π1 \H of a function fR with ‖fR‖C1 ≤ ε where H ⊂ Π1 is smooth and diffeomorphic to a halfplane.

(iv) D(ϕ) < +∞.

Remark 1.1. One can verify that if Φ is an immersion of Sg and 0 ∈ Φ(Sg), then I ◦ Φ|Sg\Φ−1(0) defines an
asymptotically flat surface of genus g without boundary, where I(x) = x

|x|2 . Conversely, if Φ defines an asymptotically

flat surface of genus g without boundary with one end, then I ◦ Φ extends to a C1,1 immersion of Sg; in particular
I ◦ Φ extends to an element of the class ESg

defined in [33] (page 46).
Therefore by Theorem 2.2 in [4] together with Theorem 1.7 in [33], we have that the infimum of the Willmore energy
among asymptotically flat surfaces of genus g without boundary with one end is equal to eg, and such infimum is
achieved only by immersions of the form I ◦ Φ|Sg\Φ−1(0) for Φ : Sg → R3 embedding such that 0 ∈ Φ(Sg) and
W(Φ) = βg.

Remark 1.2. For a fixed embedded closed planar curve Γ ⊂ R2 and a chosen g, we observe that the infimum of the
corresponding problem (2) is ≤ βg − 4π. Indeed we can consider an embedded asymptotically flat surface Σ without
boundary with one end and genus g such that W(Σ) = eg, that is, Σ is minimizing among asymptotically flat surfaces
of its own genus. Without loss of generality we can assume that the set {x2 + y2 ≤ 1, z = 0} is strictly contained
in the open planar region Ω enclosed by Γ. Chosen ε > 0, up to a translation, a rotation, and a rescaling of Σ one
can construct a competitor Σ′ for (2) such that Σ′ ∩ {x2 + y2 ≤ 1

2} = Σ ∩ {x2 + y2 ≤ 1
2}, Σ′ ∩ { 1

2 ≤ x2 + y2 ≤ 1}
is the graph of a smooth function over the annulus { 1

2 ≤ x2 + y2 ≤ 1} with W(Σ′ ∩ { 1
2 ≤ x2 + y2 ≤ 1}) ≤ ε, and

Σ′ ∩{x2 + y2 ≥ 1} = Ω∩{x2 + y2 ≥ 1}; hence W(Σ′) ≤ eg + ε. For the explicit construction see the proof of Theorem
4.10, where we will employ this argument several times.

The first results we obtain are non-existence theorems for remarkable boundary curves, together with estimates for
non-embedded surfaces. Here we sum up two results about this.

Theorem 1.3. Let Γ be a circle and consider problem (2) for such curve. Then:

(i) If ∂Σ = Γ and Σ is not embedded, then W(Σ) ≥ 4π. In particular problem (2) can be restricted to embedded
surfaces.

(ii) If g ≥ 1, problem (2) has no solutions and the infimum equals βg − 4π = eg.

The same statements hold for the analogous problem defined on genus g asymptotically flat surfaces having a straight
line as boundary.

Proof. The proof will follow by putting together Theorem 2.1, Corollary 3.4, Corollary 3.5, Corollary 3.7, and Theorem
4.9. �
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Then we consider the energy of surfaces having a fixed planar compact smooth closed curve Γ as boundary. In the
following we say that a continuous proper map Φ : S → R3 is a branched immersion if Φ|S\{y1,...,yP } is a smooth
immersion for some y1, ..., yP ∈ S. For a such Φ, its Willmore energy is defined by integrating over S \ {y1, .., yP }.
For a fixed planar compact smooth closed curve Γ, we will use Theorem 1.3 in the study of problem

(3) min
{
W(V )|V ∈ C(Σg)

}
,

where

C(Σg) :=
{
V | ∃Σn ∈ C∗(Σg) : Σn → V as varifolds, D(Σn) ≤ C < +∞,W(V ) = lim

n
W(Σn), σV = νH1 ¬Γ,

V = Im (Φ) with Φ : Σg → R3 branched immersion
}
,

(4)

with
C∗(Σg) :=

{
Σ ⊂ R3 | embedded surface of genus g, ∂Σ = Γ

}
.

Observe that C(Σg) is a suitable subset of the varifold closure of embedded surfaces. The choice of such class of
competitors is discussed in Remark 4.1 and it is essentially technical, although natural. We further define

Cimm(Σg) :=
{
V | ∃Σn ∈ C∗imm(Σg) : Σn → V as varifolds, D(Σn) ≤ C < +∞,W(V ) = lim

n
W(Σn), σV = νH1 ¬Γ,

V = Im (Φ) with Φ : Σg → R3 branched immersion
}
,

with
C∗imm(Σg) :=

{
Σ ⊂ R3 | immersed surface of genus g, ∂Σ = Γ

}
.

Here we sum up the other main results.

Theorem 1.4. text

(i) Let g = 1. If
inf
C(Σg)

W = inf
Cimm(Σg)

W < e1 = β1 − 4π = 2π2 − 4π,

then problem (3) has minimizers.
(ii) Let g = 1. There exist infinitely many closed convex planar smooth curves Γ such that if infC(Σg)W =

infCimm(Σg)W, then problem (3) has minimizers.

Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 4.10.
�

We conclude this discussion with some observations.

Remark 1.5. If the boundary curve is a circumference, the non-existence of minimizers persists also in the case of
Problem (3). More precisely, we can say that if Γ = S1 then Problem (3) has no solution. Indeed we will see that
by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 3.4 a minimizing sequence of surfaces Σn consists of embedded surfaces with conormal
con(p) = p for any p ∈ S1, i.e. the conormal of the sequence is fixed a posteriori. Assuming by contradiction that the
sequence converges in the sense of varifolds to a minimizer V ∈ C(Σg), the standard arguments of [37] and [34] imply
that V is actually a smooth embedded surface. This contradicts the non-existence result of Corollary 3.7.
It would be interesting to understand if S1 is the only compact convex curve such that the relative minimization
problem has no minimizers. Taking into account also Theorem 1.4, in case of genus 1 this would be equivalent to say
that in the min-max problem

sup
Γ smooth, planar, convex

inf
{
W(Σ)|∂Σ = Γ, Σ embedded

}
= β1 − 4π

the supremum is only achieved by circumferences.
We also mention that many boundary curves of truncated inverted Clifford-Willmore tori are convex and symmetric
under two axes of reflection; it would be interesting to study if such symmetries are inherited by the minimizers of
problem (3), and if the non-existence of minimizers with circular boundary is due to the rotational symmetry of the
circumference, i.e. the presence of too many axes of reflection fixing the boundary.

Remark 1.6. An interesting open question arising from our results is to understand whether in point i) of Theorem
1.4 the “if and only if” holds, namely if the fact that the infimum equals β1−4π implies the non existence of minimizers.

Remark 1.7. A natural extension of this work is the study of the same minimization problem for arbitrary non-planar
embedded curves Γ ⊂ R3. In such cases the restriction of the problem to a family like (4) is no longer reasonable, since
even minimal surfaces may be forced to have self-intersections. In this setting another fact to take into account is the
existence of curves Γ solving the classical Plateau-Douglas problem for arbitrary fixed genus (see [15]); the so called
Douglas condition on a curve Γ is sufficient for the solvability of the classical Plateau-Douglas, however no sufficient
and necessary conditions are known, and this issue may be related to the minimization of the Willmore energy as
formulated in this work.
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Organization. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study problem (2) when Γ is a circumference,
giving the first result of non-existence. In Section 3 we prove some lower bound estimates on non-embedded surfaces,
completing the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the case of the circular boundary. In Section 4 we mainly study the gener-
alized problem (3) applying Simon’s ambient approach ([37]) and some techniques from [34]. Here we also study the
minimization problem (2) suitably defined on asymptotically flat surfaces having a straight line as boundary, therefore
completing the proof of Theorem 1.3; then we prove Theorem 1.4 also using the results obtained in Section 1 and the
results about such asymptotically flat surfaces as tools in the study of the general problem (3). Appendix A contains
the definitions and the facts about varifold theory that are needed in this work. In Appendix B we collect some
technical results from [37] for the convenience of the reader.

text

2. S1 boundary datum

Let

(5) S1 = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3|x2 + y2 = 1, z = 0}.
and let D be the bounded planar region enclosed by S1. In this section we consider the following minimization problem.

(6) min{W(Φ)|Φ : Σg → R3 smooth immersion, Φ|∂Σg
→ S1 smooth embedding}.

Also, for a fixed g, let

F := {Φ : Σg → R3 smooth immersion, Φ|∂Σg
→ S1 smooth embedding}.

Let us introduce the notation:

∀r > 0, c ∈ R3 : Ir,c : R3 \ {c} → R3 \ {0}, Ir,c(p) = r2 p− c
|p− c|2

,

I−1
r,c : R3 \ {0} → R3 \ {c}, I−1

r,c (p) = c+ r2 p

|p|2
,

(7)

Recall that by the classical Liouville’s Theorem ([38]), conformal maps on open sets of R3 are given by compositions
of isometries, homotheties, and spherical inversions as defined in (7).

It is useful to remember that, by [4, Theorem 2.2], if Φ : S0 → R3 is a smooth immersion of a closed surface and

c ∈ Φ(S0), and we define Φ̃ : S0 \ Φ−1(c)→ R3 by Φ̃ = I1,c ◦ Φ, then

W(Φ̃) =W(Φ)− 4π]Φ−1(c),

where ]Φ−1(c) denotes the cardinality of Φ−1(c).

Without loss of generality we can assume that the orientation of the boundary is given by t 7→ (cos t, sin t, 0), and the

curvature vector of the boundary curve is just ~k(p) = −p for any p ∈ S1. Denoting by coΦ the unit outward conormal,

then kg(p) = 〈~k,−coΦ〉 = 〈p, coΦ(p)〉 and

∀Φ ∈ F : G(Φ) =

ˆ
S1

〈p, coΦ(p)〉 dH1(p).

Observe that if Φ ∈ F , then G(Φ) ≤ 2π with equality if and only if coΦ(p) = p for any p ∈ S1.
We want to prove the following result.

Theorem 2.1. For any genus g ≥ 1, problem (6) has no minimizers and the infimum equals βg − 4π.

The proof is based in the following tool.

Lemma 2.2. Let Φ ∈ F and denote Σ = Φ(Σg). Then for any ε > 0 there is F : U → R3 such that

i)U ⊂ R3 open, Σ ⊂ U,
ii)F : U → F (U) conformal diffeomorphism,

iii) ‖coF◦Φ(p)− p‖L2(S1) < ε,

iv) 2π −G(F ◦ Φ) < ε.

Proof. If G(Φ) = 2π, then coΦ(p) = p and F = id|R3 works. So suppose in general that G(Φ) < 2π. Let Tq and Dα

be the maps

∀α > 0 : Dα(p) = αp ∀p ∈ R3,

∀q ∈ R3 : Tq(p) = p+ q ∀p ∈ R3.
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Consider the point (−1, 0, 0) =: v ∈ S1 and the inversion I1,v. Note that I1,v maps S1 \ {v} onto the line r−v/2 passing

through the point −v/2, lying in the plane of S1 and parallel to TvS1.
Let R be a rotation in R3 with axis {x = z = 0}, we claim that the desired map F is

(8) F (p) =

I
−1
1,v ◦ T−v/2 ◦R ◦Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(p) = v +

αR
[

p−v
|p−v|2

+ v
2

]
− v2∣∣αR[ p−v

|p−v|2
+ v

2

]
− v2
∣∣2 p ∈ U \ {v},

v p = v.

for suitable choice of α ∈ (0, 1) and rotation R, and F is defined on

(9) U = R3 \
{
I−1
1,v

(
− 1

2

(
1

α
R−1[v] + v

))}
.

The surface I1,v(Σ) is an asymptotically flat manifold with K ends, where K ≥ 1 is the multiplicity of v in Σ. For
β, γ, δ ∈ (0, 1) arbitrarily small there exist α = α(β, γ) ∈ (0, 1) sufficiently small and suitable R = R(δ) so that

(10) dC1

(
R ◦Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(Σ) \Bγ(0),

K⋃
i=1

Πi \Bγ(0)

)
< β,

for a half plane Π1 and planes Π2, ...,ΠK passing through the origin with ∂Π1 = {x = y = 0}, and

〈coΠ1 , (−1, 0, 0)〉 > 1− δ,
0 6∈ T−v/2 ◦R ◦Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(Σ),

(11)

where coΠ1 is the conormal vector of Π1.
Note that condition 0 6∈ T−v/2 ◦R ◦Dα ◦Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(Σ) in (11) is equivalent to I1,v(p) 6= − 1

2

(
1
αR[v] + v

)
for any p ∈ Σ;

and since 1
αR[v] + v 6= 0 for any α < 1, such condition is equivalent to I−1

1,v

(
− 1

2

(
1
αR[v] + v

))
6∈ Σ which justifies the

definition of U . So by (11) the function F is well defined on U and Σ ⊂ U .
Now for any p ∈ U \ {v} we have

F (p) = v +
αR[p− v] + |p− v|2w∣∣αR[ p−v|p−v| + |p− v|w

]∣∣2 , w :=
α

2
R[v]− v

2
,

which is checked to be of class C1(U) and conformal with the definition F (v) = v (one has dFv = 1
αR). By the

regularity Theorem 3.1 in [22] we conclude that F is actually smooth.

The inverse map I−1
1,v has differential

d(I−1
1,v)q =

1

|q|2

(
id− 2

|q|2
q ⊗ q

)
.

Hence taking q = (1/2, t, 0) ∈ r−v/2, e3 = (0, 0, 1) and X ∈ (Tq(r−v/2))⊥ we have d(I−1
1,v)q(e3) = 1

|q|2 e3 and thus

(12)

(
d(I−1

1,v)q(X)

|d(I−1
1,v)q(X)|

)
3

:=
〈d(I−1

1,v)q(X), e3〉
|d(I−1

1,v)q(X)|
=
〈d(I−1

1,v)q(X), d(I−1
1,v)q(e3)〉

|d(I−1
1,v)q(X)||d(I−1

1,v)q(e3)|
=
〈X, e3〉
|X|

=:

(
X

|X|

)
3

,

that is the ”vertical” component of a vector is preserved. Moreover for q = (1/2, t, 0) ∈ r−v/2 we have

(13)
d(I−1

1,v)q((−1, 0, 0))

|d(I−1
1,v)q((−1, 0, 0))|

= (−1, 0, 0) +
q

|q|2
= I−1

1,v(q),

that is the tangent vector (−1, 0, 0) at a point q = I1,v(p) is precisely mapped into the tangent vector equal to p at

I−1
1,v(q) = p.

Since spherical inversions preserve the orientation, the field
d(I−1

1,v)q(coΠ1 )

|d(I−1
1,v)q(coΠ1

)| coincides with coF◦Φ. Hence putting together

(10), (11), (12) and (13) and choosing α, β, γ sufficiently small, we have the thesis. �

Corollary 2.3. If Φ ∈ F is such that G(Φ) < 2π, then there is Φ′ ∈ F such that W(Φ′) < W(Φ). In particular a
minimizer Φ of problem (6) must satisfy coΦ(p) ≡ p.

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2 recalling that the quantity W + G is conformally invariant, so that if G increases then W
must decrease. �
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume by contradiction that a minimizer Σ exists. Then by Corollary 2.3 the conormal co of
Σ is identically equal to the field p. Let Σext := Σ ∪ {z = 0, x2 + y2 ≥ 1} ∈ C1,1 . Now two possibilities can occur.
Suppose first there exists p̄ ∈ int(D) such that p̄ 6∈ Σ, whereD is the closed disk enclosed by S1. Then I1,p̄(Σ

ext)∪{0} =:
Σ′ is a well defined surface of class C1,1 without boundary with genus g. Also Σ′ ⊃ D, then Σ′ cannot be a minimizer
for the Willmore energy among closed surfaces of genus g, otherwise Σ′ would be analytic ([31, Theorem I.3]) and
equal to the plane containing D. Hence W(Σ′) > βg, and then W(Σ) =W(Σext) > βg− 4π. Since the infimum of our
problem is ≤ βg − 4π, this implies that Σ could not be a minimizer.
Suppose now the other case: D ⊂ Σ. In this case the whole plane containing D is contained in Σext, which has genus
g ≥ 1, then there exists a point q ∈ Σext with multiplicity ≥ 2. Now let x ∈ R3 \Σext, then Σ′ := I1,x(Σext)∪ {0} is a
C1,1 closed surface of genus g with a point of multiplicity ≥ 2, then W(Σ′) ≥ 8π and W(Σ) = W(Σext) ≥ 4π. Since
the infimum of our problem is ≤ βg − 4π < 4π, this implies that Σ could not be a minimizer.
Finally, for any ε > 0 we know that

inf
Σ∈F
W = inf

Σ∈F,G(Σ)≥2π−ε
W,

then, since infΣ∈FW ≤ βg − 4π, by the above argument we conclude that

inf
Σ∈F
W = inf

Σ∈F,G(Σ)=2π
W = βg − 4π.

�

text

3. Lower bound estimates and consequences

We derive lower bounds on immersed surfaces with boundary with a point of multiplicity greater than one. From a vari-
ational viewpoint, this may allow us to restrict the set of competitors of a minimization problem to embedded surfaces.

Let 0 < σ < ρ and p0 ∈ R3. Let us recall here a monotonicity formula for varifolds with boundary, which can be
obtained by integrating the tangential divergence of the field X(p) =

(
1

|p−p0|2σ
− 1

ρ2

)
+

(p − p0), where |p − p0|2σ =

max{σ2, |p−p0|2} and (·)+ denotes the positive part (see [26] and [32]). If V is an integer rectifiable curvature varifold
with boundary with bounded Willmore energy, with ν the induced measure in R3, and generalized boundary σV , it
holds

(14) A(σ) +

ˆ
Bρ(p0)\Bσ(p0)

∣∣∣∣ ~H2 +
(p− p0)⊥

|p− p0|2

∣∣∣∣2 dν(p) = A(ρ),

where

A(ρ) :=
ν(Bρ(p0))

ρ2
+

1

4

ˆ
Bρ(p0)

|H|2 dν(p) +Rp0,ρ,

and

Rp0,ρ :=

ˆ
Bρ(p0)

〈 ~H, p− p0〉
ρ2

dν(p) +
1

2

ˆ
Bρ(p0)

(
1

|p− p0|2
− 1

ρ2

)
(p− p0) dσV (p) =

=:

ˆ
Bρ(p0)

〈 ~H, p− p0〉
ρ2

dν(p) + Tp0,ρ.

In particular the function ρ 7→ A(ρ) is monotonically nondecreasing.

Let us denote by I : R3 \ {0} → R3 \ {0} the standard spherical inversion I(x) = x
|x|2 .

Also, we need to introduce the minimization problem of the Willmore energy among complete unbounded surfaces
with a straight line as boundary, leading to some tools that we will use in the following.
Let r ⊂ R3 be a straight line and fix an integer g ≥ 1. We consider the minimization problem

(15) min{W(Σ)|Σ ∈ A},
where we say that Σ ∈ A if

• Σ is a smooth immersed asymptotically flat surface with one end of genus g with boundary r.

Recalling the definitions given in the Introduction, one has D(Σ) < +∞ for Σ ∈ A. We are going to see that problem
(15) is strongly related to another minimization problem on the following family of surfaces.
We say that Σ ∈ B if

(1) Σ = Φ(Σg) and Φ|∂Σg
: ∂Σg → S1,
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(2) there exists p ∈ S1 such that Φ−1(p) = {p0},
(3) Φ is smooth on Σg \ {p0} and Φ is globally of class C1,1.

where S1 is a given round circle. Observe that if Σ ∈ B and p ∈ ∂Σ verifies m(p) = 1, then I(Σ \ {p}) ∈ A up to
translation. Analogously if Σ ∈ A, then I(Σ) ∪ {0} ∈ B.

Let us remind that by the classical Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, if S is a smooth compact oriented surface with piecewise
smooth boundary ∂S positively oriented with respect to S, then the quantity F (S) :=

´
S
KS + G(S) + α(S) is a

topological invariant. Here KS is the Gaussian curvature and α(S) is the sum of the angles described by the tangent
vector of a positive parametrization of ∂S at the corners of ∂S, such angles being counted with the given orientation
of S and ∂S.

Lemma 3.1. If Σ ∈ B and I is a spherical inversion with center at p ∈ S1 point of multiplicity 1 in Σ, then
I(Σ \ {p}) ∈ A for some line r and

(W +G)(Σ) =W(I(Σ \ {p})) + 2π.

Similarly if Σ ∈ A and I is a spherical inversion with center at a point p 6∈ Σ, then up to isometry I(Σ)∪{0} ∈ B and

(W +G)(I(Σ) ∪ {0}) =W(Σ) + 2π.

Proof. It is enough to prove the first part of the statement, being the second part completely analogous. So let Σ ∈ B.
A rotation and a translation yields a surface still denoted by Σ with boundary {(x− 1)2 + y2 = 1, z = 0} and with the
origin point of multiplicity 1 in Σ. The standard inversion I maps ∂Σ onto the line {(−1/2, t, 0)|t ∈ R} and clearly
I(Σ \ {p}) ∈ A.

Consider Σr := Σ \Br(0) for r sufficiently small so that Σ ∩Br(0) is homeomorphic to a closed disk. Let r be fixed
for the moment. The boundary of Σr is just piecewise smooth, but we can approximate the surface Σr (and then
I(Σr)) by surfaces with smooth boundary diffeomorphic to Σr, so that, since as shown in [7] the quantity (|H|2−K)g
is pointwise conformally invariant, we get that

(16)

ˆ
Σr

|HΣr |2 −KΣr =

ˆ
I(Σr)

|HI(Σr)|2 −KI(Σr),

for any r small. Observe that
´

Σr
|HΣr |2 →

´
Σ
|HΣ|2 and

´
I(Σr)

|HI(Σr)|2 →
´
I(Σ\{p}) |HI(Σ\{p})|2 as r → 0. So we

now look at the change of the integral in the Gaussian curvature studying the Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant
F (S) :=

´
S
KS + G(S) + α(S), where S is a smooth surface with piecewise smooth boundary and α(S) in the term

taking into account the oriented angles determined by the possible corners of ∂S.
Up to the choice of the orientation of Σ, we can assume S1 to be positively oriented with respect to Σ with the usual
counterclockwise orientation. As r → 0 the boundary curve ∂Br(0) ∩ Σ is close in C2 norm to a half circumference

lying in T0Σ, by construction oriented with its curvature vector ~kr such that r〈~kr, coΣr 〉 → 1 uniformly as r → 0.
Then G(Σr)→ −π +G(Σ) as r → 0. Also by the choice of the orientation we get α(Σr)→ π as r → 0.
The boundary of Σr is mapped by I onto a segment sr := {(−1/2, t, 0) : |t| ≤ tr} union with I(∂Br(0) ∩ Σ) which
is close in C2 norm to a half circumference as r → 0. Since I preserves the orientation and maps point closer to the

origin to point farther from the origin (and viceversa) we now have that the curvature vector ~k′r of I(∂Br(0) ∩ Σ) is

such that

〈
~k′r
|~k′r|

, coI(Σr)

〉
→ −1 uniformly on I(∂Br(0) ∩ Σ) as r → 0. Then G(I(Σr)) → π as r → 0. Also by the

orientation preserving property we still have α(I(Σr))→ π as r → 0.
Therefore adding F (Σr) = F (I(Σr)) to equation (16) and passing to the limit r → 0 we get the claim. �

Lemma 3.2. For any ω < 4π exists ε > 0 such that if g : Σg → R3 is an immersion with g(∂Σg) = S1, outward
conormal field co and

∃p0 ∈ R3 : ]g−1(p0) ≥ 2,

‖co(p)− p‖L2(S1) ≤ ε,
then W(g) ≥ ω.

Proof. By approximation taking a small perturbation of the surface we can prove the statement for p0 6∈ S1. Let us
assume by contradiction that

∃Σn := gn(Σg) : ‖con(p)− p‖L2(S1) ≤
1

n
,

∃pn ∈ Σn \ S1 : ]g−1
n (pn) ≥ 2,

W(Σn) ≤ ω < 4π.

(17)
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Up to a small modification of the sequence which preserves (17), we can assume that for any n there is q ∈ S1 such
that ]g−1

n (q) = 1. Then we consider the sequence Σ′n := I1,q(Σn \ {q}), that, up to isometry, is an asymptotically flat
manifold with one end such that

Γ′n := ∂Σ′n = {(Xn, y, 0)|y ∈ R} Xn ∈ R>0,

θ′n(0) ≥ 2,

0 6∈ Γ′n,

W(Σ′n) =W(Σn) +G(Σn)− 2π,

where θ′n(p) = limr↘0
|Σ′n∩Br(0)|

πr2 is the multiplicity function and the last equality is given by Lemma 3.1.

Consider now a blow up sequence Σ′′n := Σn
rn

for rn ↘ 0 such that

i)

ˆ
Σ′n∩Brn (0)

|II′n|2 ≤
1

n
,

ii) Σ′n ∩Brn(0) =

θ′n(0)⋃
i=1

Dn,i, Dn,i ' Disk,

iii)∀n∀i = 1, ..., θ′n(0) ∃uni : Ωn,i ⊂ Ln,i → R s.t.

Ln,i plane,

graph(un,i) = Dn,i,

|un,i|, |∇un,i| ≤
1

n
,

iv) Γ′′n := ∂Σ′′n = {(Rn, y, 0)|y ∈ R} Rn :=
Xn

rn
→∞.

Then up to subsequence Σ′′n converges in the sense of varifolds to the integer rectifiable varifold µ = v

(⋃M
i=1 Πi, θ

)
,

where each Πi is a plane passing through the origin and M ≥ 2 or M = 1, θ ≥ 2.
Now we exploit the monotonicity formula (14) with p0 = 0. Calculating T0,ρ on the sequence Σ′′n gives

∀n∃ lim
ρ→∞

T0,ρ(Σ
′′
n) =

1

2

ˆ
Γ′′n

〈p, co′′n(p)〉
|p|2

dH1(p),

indeed ∣∣∣∣ 1

2ρ2

ˆ
Γ′′n∩Bρ(0)

〈p, co′′n(p)〉 dH1(p)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣ 1

2ρ2

ˆ
Γ′′n∩Bρ(0)

〈(Rn, y, 0), ((co′′n(p))1, 0, (co
′′
n(p))3)〉 dH1(p)

∣∣∣∣ ≤
≤ Rn

2ρ2
H1(Γ′′n ∩Bρ(0)) ≤ Rn

ρ
−−−→
ρ→∞

0.

Also on Σ′′n we have for any 0 < σ < ρ that

ˆ
Σ′′n∩Bρ(0)

〈 ~H ′′n , p〉
ρ2

=

ˆ
Σ′′n∩Bσ(0)

〈 ~H ′′n , p〉
ρ2

+

ˆ
Σ′′n∩Bρ(0)\Bσ(0)

〈 ~H ′′n , p〉
ρ2

≤

≤ 1

ρ

ˆ
Σ′′n∩Bσ(0)

|H ′′n |+
|Σ′′n ∩Bρ(0)|1/2

ρ
W(Σ′′n \Bσ(0)),

hence letting first ρ→∞ and then σ →∞, since limρ→∞
|Σ′′n∩Bρ(0)|1/2

ρ = (π/2)1/2, we have

lim
ρ→∞

ˆ
Σ′′n∩Bρ(0)

〈 ~H ′′n , p〉
ρ2

= 0.
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So by monotonicity of AΣ′′n
, that is A of (14) calculated on Σ′′n, we have

∃ lim
ρ→∞

AΣ′′n
(ρ) = lim

ρ→∞

|Σ′′n ∩Bρ(0)|
ρ2

+
W(Σ′′n)

4
+

1

2

ˆ
Γ′′n

〈p, co′′n(p)〉
|p|2

dH1(p) =

=
π

2
+
W(Σ′′n)

4
+

1

2

ˆ
Γ′′n

〈p, co′′n(p)〉
|p|2

dH1(p) =

=
π

2
+
W(Σ′′n)

4
+

1

2

ˆ
R

Rn(co′′n(p))1

R2
n + y2

dy ≤

≤ π

2
+
W(Σ′′n)

4
+

1

2

ˆ
R

1

1 + u2
du = π +

W(Σ′′n)

4
.

By the convergence Σ′′n → µ in the sense of varifolds, the quantity A(ρ) is lower semicontinuous for almost all ρ > 0,
i.e. lim infnAΣ′′n

(ρ) ≥ Aµ(ρ). In fact the first and second summands in the definition of A(ρ), that is the mass and the
Willmore energy in the ball Bρ(0), are lower semicontinuous, while by continuity of the first variation under varifold
convergence, the summand R0,ρ is continuous in the limit n → ∞. Hence if Aµ is the A of (14) calculated on the
varifold µ, using also monotonicity we have

for a.a. ρ > 0 : Aµ(ρ) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

AΣ′′n
(ρ) ≤ lim inf

n→∞
lim
ρ→∞

AΣ′′n
(ρ) ≤ lim inf

n→∞
π +
W(Σ′′n)

4
=

= π + lim inf
n→∞

W(Σ′n)

4
=

= π + lim inf
n→∞

W(Σn)

4
< 2π,

(18)

where we used that by the absurd hypothesis G(Σn)→ 2π.
Passing to the limit in (18) we find

2π ≤ lim
ρ→∞

µ(Bρ(0))

ρ2
= lim
ρ→∞

Aµ(ρ) < 2π,

which gives the desired contradiction. �

Remark 3.3. Let us mention that if Γ is not a circumference, arguing as in Lemma 3.2, one can perform similar

estimates and calculate the integral
´

Γ′′n

〈p,co′′n〉
|p|2 by the change of variable p = I1,0(q). One ends up with the following

statement, whose proof is omitted here since we will not need this in the following (see [30]).
Let Γ be an embedded planar closed smooth curve and let νΓ be the unit outward conormal of the planar region
enclosed by Γ. Then for any ω < 4π there exists ε > 0 such that if Φ : Σg → R3 is an immersion with Φ(∂Σg) = Γ,
outward conormal field co and

∃p0 ∈ R3 : ]Φ−1(p0) ≥ 2,

‖co− νΓ‖L2(Γ) ≤ ε,

then W(Φ) ≥ ω.

Corollary 3.4. If Φ : Σg → R3 is an immersion with Φ(∂Σg) = S1 and there is p0 ∈ R3 : ]Φ−1(p0) ≥ 2, then
W(Φ) ≥ 4π.

Proof. By approximation taking a small perturbation of the surface we can prove the statement for p0 6∈ S1. Call
Σ = Φ(Σg). For any ε ∈ (0, 1) by Lemma 2.2 we get the existence of a surface Φ′(Σg) = Σ′ with boundary S1 such
that

i) Φ′ = F ◦ Φ F conformal,

ii)G(Σ′) > G(Σ),

iii)∃p′ ∈ Σ′ \ S1 : ]Φ′−1(p′) ≥ 2,

iv) ‖(coΣ′)(p)− p‖L2(S1) ≤ ε.

Then by i), ii) and by Lemma 3.2 we have

W(Σ) ≥ W(Σ′) ≥ ω ∀ω < 4π.

�
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Corollary 3.5. The minimization problem min{W(Σ)|Σ ∈ A} is equivalent to both the following minimization prob-
lems

(19) min{(W +G)(Σ)|Σ ∈ B},

(20) min{W(Σ)|Σ ∈ A,Σ embedded.}.

In fact, it holds that if Σ ∈ A has a point with multiplicity ≥ 2, then W(Σ) ≥ 4π.

Proof. Equivalence with problem (19) follows from Lemma 3.1. Now suppose Σ ∈ A has a point with multiplicity
≥ 2. By Lemma 3.1 the surface Σ′ := I(Σ) ∪ {0} ∈ B verifies

W(Σ) =W(Σ′) +G(Σ′)− 2π.

If G(Σ′) = 2π, then by Corollary 3.4 follows that W(Σ) ≥ 4π > βg − 4π. If G(Σ′) < 2π, for any ε > 0 we can apply
Lemma 2.2 in order to get a new surface F (Σ′) such that

W(Σ) =W(F (Σ′)) +G(F (Σ′))− 2π >W(F (Σ′))− ε ≥ 4π − ε,

where the second inequality follows by Corollary 3.4. Letting ε→ 0 the proof is completed. �

Corollary 3.6. There exists ε0 > 0 such that if Γ is a planar curve such that there is a diffeomorphism F : R3 → R3

with F (Γ) = S1 and

‖F − id|R3‖C2(R3) ≤ ε0,

then

inf{W(Φ) : Φ(∂Σg) = Γ} = inf{W(Φ) : Φ(∂Σg) = Γ, Φ embedding}.

Indeed if Φ : Σg → R3 is an immersion with Φ(∂Σg) = Γ and

∃p0 ∈ R3 : ]Φ−1(p0) ≥ 2,

then W(Φ) ≥ 4π − η(ε0) for some η(ε0)→ 0 as ε0 → 0.

Proof. If Φ(∂Σg) = Γ, for ε0 sufficiently small there is η(ε0) such that η(ε0)→ 0 as ε0 → 0 for which

W(Φ) + η(ε0) ≥ W(F ◦ Φ).

Then the thesis follows by Corollary 3.4 and the fact that inf{W(Φ) : Φ(∂Σg) = Γ} ≤ βg − 4π < 4π. �

Putting together Theorem 2.1 with Corollary 3.4 we get another non-existence result:

Corollary 3.7. For any genus g ≥ 1, the minimization problem

min{W(Φ)|Φ : Σg → R3 smooth embedding, Φ(∂Σg) = S1}

has no minimizers and the infimum equals βg − 4π.

text

4. Varifold approach to existence results

Now we want to study the generalized problem on classes C(Σg). Let us explain the organization of the section.
In Subsection 4.1 we apply Simon’s ambient approach to derive information on limits of minimizing sequences. In
Subsection 4.2 we come back to the study of the classical problem in the case of asymptotically flat surfaces having a
straight line as boundary. Then in the third subsection we conclude the study of the generalized problem on the class
C(Σ1); to this aim we will use the results of Subsection 4.2.
Note that in the following we will also use definitions and facts recalled in Appendix A and Appendix B.

text
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4.1. Generalized problem and Simon’s direct method. Let Γ be a closed planar smooth embedded curve in
R2 = {z = 0} ⊂ R3 and let D be the bounded planar region enclosed by Γ. Fix an integer g ≥ 1. Recall that we say
that a continuous proper map Φ : S → R3 is a branched immersion if Φ|S\{y1,...,yP } is a smooth immersion for some
y1, ..., yP ∈ S. Denote by Im (Φ) the image varifold induced by a possibly branched immersion Φ.
In the Introduction we have defined the classes C(Σg) and Cimm(Σg).

We now study the minimization problem

(21) min
{
W(V )|V ∈ C(Σg)

}
.

Remark 4.1. The use of the set C(Σg) is essentially technical and fundamental for the proof of the following Propo-
sition 4.2. It would be reasonable to define problem (21) on every immersed surface and then restrict it to smaller
classes by means of some result like Corollary 3.4. However, analogous results are absent for arbitrary curves, although
much likely to be true at least for convex ones. This is the reason why we say that the choice of the class C is natural
from a variational perspective.

From now on, assuming that infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W, we will denote by Φn a sequence of embeddings which is

minimizing for the problem (21) and by Σn the sequence of integer rectifiable varifolds in R3 induced by each Φn.
A point ξ ∈ R3 is called a bad point for the sequence Σn with respect to a parameter ε > 0 if

lim
r↘0

lim inf
n→+∞

D(Σn ∩Br(ξ)) ≥ ε2.

If a point is not bad, we say that it is good. In the rest of the subsection we will deeply make use of the techniques
developed in [37] and in [34], so in the following proofs we mainly remark the differences and the adaptations of such
techniques to our case.

Proposition 4.2. Assume that infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W. Up to subsequence, Σn converges in the sense of varifolds
to an integer rectifiable varifold Σ with boundary. The set of bas points {ξj} of Σn with respect to ε is finite, and it
holds that

(22) ∃σn ↘ 0 : Σ \ ∪jBσn(ξj) = Φn(S), S ' Σn \ ∪jBσn(ξj),

for smooth immersions Φn : S → R3 of a two dimensional manifold S with boundary.
The varifold Σ is induced by a possibly branched immersion Φ : Σg′ → R3. Moreover, if infC(Σg′ )

W = infCimm(Σg′ )
W,

Σ is a minimizer of the problem (21) in its own class of genus g′ and g′ ≤ g.

Remark 4.3. We remark that the compactness result of Proposition 4.2, i.e. the extraction of a subsequence con-
verging in the sense of varifolds, is new in the setting of surfaces with boundary R3 having bounded Willmore energy
and no prescription on the conormal. In fact, this property follows from the minimizing assumption on the sequence
and not only from the bound in energy.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. By compactness properties of varifolds (Appendix A), in order to establish the varifold
convergence we just have to prove a uniform bound on the sequence of the areas |Σn|. Indeed by Gauss-Bonnet

W(Σn) =
1

4
D(Σn) +

1

2

(
2πχ(Σn)−

ˆ
Γ

(kg)n

)
we get a uniform bound on D(Σn); while for any n the varifold boundary of Σn has total variation bounded by the
measure H1 ¬Γ. Also, the uniform bound on D(Σn) implies that there are at most finitely many bad points with
respect to any fixed parameter ε > 0. So for an estimate on the areas, let us first show a bound on the diameters of
each Σn. Since Σn is embedded, passing to the limit σ → 0 and ρ → ∞ in the monotonicity formula with boundary
(14) follows that

π +

ˆ
Σn

∣∣∣∣Hn

2
+

(p− p0)⊥

|p− p0|2

∣∣∣∣2 =
1

2

ˆ
Γ

〈
p− p0

|p− p0|2
, con

〉
+
W(Σn)

4
,

for any p0 ∈ Σn \ Γ. Since
´

Γ
〈 p−p0

|p−p0|2 , con〉 ≤
H1(Γ)

dist(p0,Γ) and W(Σn) ≤ βg − 4π + εn for some εn → 0, we get

8π − βg − εn
2

≤ H1(Γ)

dist(p0,Γ)
.

Now for n sufficiently big the quantity 8π − βg − εn is strictly positive, then

dist(p0,Γ) ≤ 2H1(Γ)

8π − βg − εn
≤ C(g,Γ).

This is true for any p0 ∈ Σn \Γ, and since Γ is fixed we get a bound on the diameters diam(Σn) ≤ C which is uniform
in n.
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So let us say that for any n we have Σn ⊂⊂ BR(0). We can estimate the area of Σn in the same fashion used in the
proof of Proposition 4.6; so consider Σ′n := 1

RΣn ⊂⊂ B1(0) and we have

2|Σ′n| =
ˆ

Σ′n

divΣ′n
x = −2

ˆ
Σ′n

〈 ~H ′n, x〉+

ˆ
∂Σ′n

〈x, co′n(x)〉 dH1 =

= |Σ′n| −
ˆ

Σ′n

(1− |x⊥|2)−
ˆ

Σ′n

| ~H ′n + x⊥|2 +W(Σ′n) +

ˆ
∂Σ′n

〈x, co′n(x)〉 dH1 ≤

≤ |Σ′n|+W(Σn) +H1(∂Σ′n) ≤

≤ |Σ′n|+W(Σn) +
H1(Γ)

R
.

Hence |Σn| = R2|Σ′n| is uniformly bounded in n, and therefore we get varifold convergence up to subsequence to some
limit Σ with boundary Γ.
Now we are going to exploit the regularity theory developed in [37], which is based on Lemma 2.1 of [37]. So let
ε > 0 and denote by ξ1, ..., ξP the related bad points. We can apply the arguments in [37] as did in [34] without
modifications to get regularity in any good point ξ ∈ supp(Σ) \ Γ, thus getting supp(Σ) ∈ C∞ at such points, in the
sense that supp(Σ) is locally union of graphs of C∞ functions near those points. Here we are using the hypothesis that
infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W, as the biharmonic comparison arguments of [37] might not preserve the embeddedness
of Σn. The same method can applied also in the case of good points ξ ∈ Γ, except that now the sets di,k in Lemma
2.1 of [37] may touch Γ (see Appendix B). However the biharmonic comparison method of Theorem 3.1 of [37] can be
applied in the analogous way as stated in Appendix B by comparison with biharmonic functions with graphs passing
through Γ; hence the usual estimates are achievable, giving regularity C1,α up to the boundary good points. Finally,
choosing variations φN with φ ∈ C∞0 (Σ),∇φ|Γ = 0, the same arguments of Proposition 3.1 of [34] can be applied,
hence finding that supp(Σ) \ {ξ1, ..., ξP } is C∞. Let us recall that the regularity arguments are based on the fact that
the biharmonic comparison implies the existence of a number α ∈ (0, 1) such that for any good point ξ ∈ suppΣ one
has the decay

´
Σ∩Bρ(ξ)

|IIσ|2 ≤ Cρα for any ρ sufficiently small.

By classical arguments one also obtains that Σn → supp(Σ) in Hausdorff distance dH (see also [26] for a detailed proof).
Let us now consider z ∈ Σ a good point and xn, yn points in Σn such that xn 6= yn for any n and xn → z, yn → z. Fix
ρ > 0 and apply the graphical decomposition method in Bρ(z). Up to adding two more graphs to the decomposition
we can assume that for any n there are smooth functions

un : Ωun ⊂ Lun → (Lun)⊥, vn : Ωvn ⊂ Lvn → (Lvn)⊥,

xn ∈ int(Ωun) ∪ Γ, yn ∈ int(Ωyn) ∪ Γ,

graph(un) ⊂ Σn ∩Bρ(z), graph(vn) ⊂ Σn ∩Bρ(z).

As in [37] there are vectors ηun, η
v
n ∈ R3 such that ηun → ηu, ηvn → ηv and planes Lu, Lv such that Lun → Lu, Lvn → Lv

and a posteriori smooth functions

u : Ωu ⊂ Lu → (Lu)⊥, v : Ωv ⊂ Lv → (Lv)⊥,

so that z ∈ Lu ∩ Lv ∩ dom(u) ∩ dom(v) and

graph(un)
dH−−→ graph(u), graph(vn)

dH−−→ graph(v),ˆ
dom(un)

|∇un − ηun|2 ≤ C
√
αnρ

2,

ˆ
dom(vn)

|∇vn − ηvn|2 ≤ C
√
αnρ

2, lim inf
n

√
αn ≤ Cρα,

ˆ
dom(u)

|∇u− ηu|2 ≤ Cρ2+α,

ˆ
dom(v)

|∇v − ηv|2 ≤ Cρ2+α,

with α ∈ (0, 1). Hence ∇u(z) = ηu,∇v(z) = ηv. Up to reparametrization we can assume ηu = ηv = 0 and
Lun = Lu, Lvn = Lv for n sufficiently large. If by contradiction we suppose Lu 6= Lv, by the convergence of graphs in
Hausdorff distance and by smoothness this would imply that Σn is not embedded for n big enough, that contradicts
our assumptions. This fact is essentially telling us that if two separate sheets of Σn contain sequences xn, yn converging
to tha same good point, then such sheets touch tangentially in the limit. Hence the construction in [21] as used in
[34] implies that

∀ρ > 0 : ∃Sρ,Φρ : Sρ → R3 s.t. Σ \ ∪jBρ(ξj) = Im (Φρ),

where {ξj} is the set of bad points, Sρ is a suitable manifold with boundary and Im (Φρ) is the varifold induced by

Φρ.
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By the above argument and by the fact that as in [37] the monotonicity formula with boundary implies that

(23) ∀j ∀ε ∃σ0 :
|(x− ξj)⊥|
|x− ξj |

≤ ε ∀x ∈ Σ ∩Bσ(ξj) \Bσ/2(ξj), ∀σ ∈ Sj ⊂ (0, σ0) : L1((0, σ0) \ Sj) ≤ Cεσ2
0 ,

we see that we can construct as in [37] for such σ the annular sets

Aσj = {x ∈ Lj | σ/4 < |x− ξj | < 3σ/4},

Aσj = {x+ z | x ∈ Aj , z ∈ L⊥j , |z| < Cjσ},
(24)

and smooth functions

uj,i : Aj \ ∪kdijk → L⊥j for i = 1, ..., Nj ,

giving the graphical decomposition of Σ ∩ Aj .
As in [37] one then finds

∃σn ↘ 0 : Σ \ ∪jBσn(ξj) = Φn(S), S ' Σn \ ∪jBσn(ξj),

for smooth immersions Φn : S → R3 of a two dimensional manifold S with boundary that is now independent of n.
Hence, using the techniques of [21] as in [34], one has that Σ is a varifold induced by a branched immersion Φ : Σg′ → R3.
Finally, since Σ is of class C∞ out of finitely many points, the generalized boundary of Σ is some σΣ = νH1 ¬Γ for

a field ν with |ν| = 1 ae. By convergence of the boundary measures ∂Σn
?
⇀ ∂Σ, also the generalized boundaries

converge: σΣn = conH1 ¬Γ ?
⇀ σΣ. Since con converges up to subsequence to some field W weakly in L2(Γ), then

G(Σ) =
´

Γ
〈~kΓ,−ν〉 dH1 = limn

´
Γ
〈~kΓ,−con〉 dH1 = limnG(Σn) and W = ν.

Hence by Gauss-Bonnet and the usual comparison arguments of [37] one has that the varifold Σ verifies the required
minimization property, that is W(Σ) ≤ W(V ) for any V ∈ C(Σg′) for some g′ ≤ g.

�

Remark 4.4. In the following we will need the fact that in the proof of proposition 4.2 one finds (see [37, (3.55)])

|Hn|2H2 ¬Σn
?
⇀ |HΣ|2µΣ,

|IIn|2H2 ¬Σn
?
⇀ |IIΣ|2µΣ,

(25)

weakly as measures on R3 \ ∪j{ξj}, where µΣ is the weight measure of the limit varifold.

a

4.2. Straight line boundary datum. In this section we deal with the minimization of the Willmore energy in the
case of complete unbounded surfaces with a straight line as boundary, leading to some tools that we will use in the
following.
Let r ⊂ R3 be a straight line and fix an integer g ≥ 1. We now consider in detail the minimization problem
min{W(Σ)|Σ ∈ A}. We can state and prove the first main result of the subsection.

Proposition 4.5. If g ≥ 1, the minimization problem (19) has no solution. Hence the same holds for the minimization
problems (15) and (20).

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that Σ is a minimizer of problem (19). It is known (see for example [28]) that a
necessary boundary condition is then

H = 〈~k,N〉 on S1,

where ~k is the curvature vector ~k(p) = −p of S1 and N is the unit normal field orienting Σ. This is equivalent to

(26) II(co, co) ≡ 0 on S1,

where II(v, w) = −〈∂vN,w〉 for any v, w ∈ TΣ is the second fundamental form of Σ and co is the unit outward
conormal of Σ (see for example [1], page 190). Up to rotation let v = (−1, 0, 0) of multiplicity 1 in Σ. By the same
arguments and using the notation of Lemma 2.2 we can construct a conformal map F : U → F (U) with U open with
Σ ⊂ U such that

i) F (p) =

{
I−1
1,v ◦ T−v/2 ◦R ◦Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(p) p ∈ U \ {v},
v p = v,

,

ii) dC1

(
R ◦Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(Σ) \Bγ(0),Π \Bγ(0)

)
< β,

iii) coΠ ≡ (0, 0,−1),

iv) 0 6∈ T−v/2 ◦R ◦Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(Σ),

(27)
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for arbitrarily small β, γ ∈ (0, 1) and corresponding sufficiently small α = α(β, γ) ∈ (0, 1), where Π is a half plane
passing through the origin with ∂Π = {x = z = 0}, and coΠ is conormal vector of Π. As usual, condition ii) means
that R ◦ Dα ◦ Tv/2 ◦ I1,v(Σ) \ Bγ(0) is a graph of a function f over Π \ Bγ(0) with C1 norm smaller than β. Since

D(I1,v(Σ)) < +∞, along almost every radial direct tê on Π, i.e. ê ∈ Π and |ê| = 1, one has that (∇2f)(tê) → 0 at
t→∞. For a such direction consider the curve γê(t) = (F ◦ f)(tê) contained in F (Σ); such curve tends to v as t→∞
and forms an angle θê with {z = 0}, and the choice of ê implies that, up to reparametrization and for large times, the
curve is close in C2 norm to the geodesic in S2 ∩Br(v)∩{z ≥ 0} passing from v forming the same angle with {z = 0}
at v. Therefore for ê sufficiently close to (0, 0, 1) we have that [IIF (Σ)(τγê(t), τγê(t))](v) ≥ 1

2 IIS2(coF (Σ), coF (Σ)) > 0
for t large, where τγê is the tangent vector of γê. Since we can choose ê arbitrarily close to (0, 0, 1), by continuity we
see that [IIF (Σ)(coF (Σ), coF (Σ))](v) > 0. However since F is conformal we have (W + G)(F (Σ)) = (W + G)(Σ), and
then F (Σ) is a minimizer too and has to satisfy (26), which gives a contradiction.
By Corollary 3.5, problem (15) does not admit a minimizer. �

Proposition 4.6. Let Σn be a minimizing sequence of embedded surfaces for the problem (20). Then, up to subsequence
and up to rescaling, Σn converges in the sense of varifolds to a multiplicity 1 half plane Π with boundary r on every
ball BR(0) ⊂ R3.

Proof. Let us prove the convergence of Σn as varifolds in any open ball BR(0). For any n the Gauss-Bonnet like
identity for asymptotically flat manifolds reads

W(Σn) =
1

4
D(Σn) + πχ(Σn) + π,

where χ(Σn) = 2 − 2g − 1 is the Euler characteristic of Σn. Such relation can be obtained by approximation letting
ρ → ∞ in the classical Gauss-Bonnet equation for the compact surfaces Σn ∩ Bρ(0) keeping n fixed. By minimality
of the sequence we get a uniform bound on D(Σn). Moreover ∂Σn ∩ BR(0) = r ∩ BR(0) has finite constant length,
depending only on R.
By the definition of asymptotically flat surface, for any n there is Rn > 0 be such that ∂BRn(0)∩Σn has length bounded
by 2πRn and Σn \BRn(0) is the graph of a function fn with ‖fn‖C1 < 1

n . Consider the sequence Σ′n := R
Rn

Σn, so that

H1(∂BR(0) ∩ R
Rn

Σn) ≤ 2πR is uniformly bounded in n.

In order to get the desired varifold convergence, we only need to estimate |Σ′n ∩BR(0)|. Call Σ′′n := 1
RΣ′n, then

2|Σ′′n ∩B1(0)| =
ˆ

Σ′′n∩B1(0)

divΣ′′n
x = −2

ˆ
Σ′′n∩B1(0)

〈 ~H ′′n , x〉+

ˆ
∂(Σ′′n∩B1(0))

〈x, co′′n(x)〉 dH1 =

= |Σ′′n ∩B1(0)| −
ˆ

Σ′′n∩B1(0)

(1− |x⊥|2)−
ˆ

Σ′′n∩B1(0)

| ~H ′′n + x⊥|2+

+W(Σ′′n ∩B1(0)) +

ˆ
∂(Σ′′n∩B1(0))

〈x, co′′n(x)〉 dH1 ≤

≤ |Σ′′n ∩B1(0)|+W(Σ′n) +H1(∂(Σ′′n ∩B1(0))) ≤
≤ |Σ′′n ∩B1(0)|+W(Σ′n) + C(R),

hence |Σ′n∩BR(0)| = R2|Σ′′n∩B1(0)| is uniformly bounded in n, depending on R. Therefore we got that Σ′n converges
as varifolds on the ball BR(0), up to passing to a subsequence. By construction, the condition ‖fn‖C1 < 1

n implies
that the limit varifold is a density 1 half plane. �

Lemma 4.7. Let Σn be a minimizing sequence of embedded surfaces for the problem (20) and assume Σn → Π in the
sense of varifolds, where Π is a half plane. Denote by con and coΠ respectively the conormal fields of Σn and Π. Then
for every R > 0 it holds

con → coΠ strongly in L2(r ∩BR(0)).

Proof. Let us rewrite the monotonicity formula with boundary as

|Tσ|
σ2
− |Tρ|

ρ2
+

ˆ
Tρ,σ

|(p− p0)⊥|2

|p− p0|4
=

ˆ
Tρ

1

ρ2
〈 ~H, (p− p0)⊥〉 −

ˆ
Tσ

1

σ2
〈 ~H, (p− p0)⊥〉 −

ˆ
Tρ,σ

〈
~H,

(p− p0)⊥

|p− p0|2

〉
+

+
1

2

ˆ
rρ

1

ρ2
〈co, p− p0〉+

1

2

ˆ
rρ,σ

〈
co,

p− p0

|p− p0|2

〉
+

1

2

ˆ
rσ

1

σ2
〈co, p− p0〉,

(28)

valid for T = Σn for any n, and 0 < σ < ρ < R/2, p0 ∈ r∩BR/2(0), where for any set A we have used Aσ = A∩Bσ(p0)
and Aρ,σ = Aρ \Aσ. By orthogonality, the scalar products in the last three integrals of (28) vanish. Moreover for any
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δ > 0 we can estimate

−
ˆ
Tρ,σ

〈
~H,

(p− p0)⊥

|p− p0|2

〉
≤ 1

2δ

ˆ
Tρ,σ

|H|2 +
δ

2

ˆ
Tρ,σ

|(p− p0)⊥|2

|p− p0|4
.

Absorbing the last integral on the left in (28) and neglecting the resulting positive term, we estimate

|(Σn)σ| ≤
σ2

ρ2
|(Σn)ρ|+M(R)σ2,

for a positive constant M(R) independent of n, σ, p0 and depending only on R. Being |Σn∩BR(0)| uniformly bounded
in n by the varifold convergence, we get

(29) |(Σn)σ| ≤M(R)σ2,

for another positive constant M(R) independent of n, σ, p0 and depending only on R.
Now fix a vector field X ∈ C1

c (BR(0);R3). Also choose h > 0 small and a cylindric cut off function χ ∈ C∞(R3) such
that χ|r ≡ 1 and χ(p) = 0 if d(p, r) ≥ h. By varifold convergence toward a half space Π, we have

(30) lim
n

(ˆ
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, χX〉+

ˆ
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, (1− χ)X〉+

ˆ
r∩BR(0)

〈X, con〉
)

=

ˆ
r∩BR(0)

〈X, coΠ〉.

Also

(31) lim
n

ˆ
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, (1− χ)X〉 = 0.

Moreover ∣∣∣∣ˆ
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, χX〉
∣∣∣∣ ≤ W(Σn)1/2‖X‖∞|Σn ∩ {χ ≥ 0} ∩BR(0)|1/2.

For any h small there is σ > 0 such that ({χ ≥ 0} ∩BR(0)) ⊂
⋃R

σ +1
i=1 Bσ(xi) for suitable xi ∈ r ∩BR(0), then by (29)

we get

(32) lim
n

∣∣∣∣ ˆ
Σn

〈 ~Hn, χX〉
∣∣∣∣ ≤ W(Σn)‖X‖∞

√
M
√
R+ σ

√
σ,

with M = M(R) independent of n, σ, χ.
Up to subsequence con ⇀W weakly in L2(r∩BR(0)), so there exists the limit limn

´
r∩BR(0)

〈X, con〉 =
´
r∩BR(0)

〈X,W 〉;
then by (30) there exists also the limit limn

´
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, χX〉. Sending σ → 0, and thus h→ 0, we get

lim
σ↘0

lim
n

(ˆ
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, χX〉+

ˆ
Σn∩BR(0)

〈 ~Hn, (1− χ)X〉+

ˆ
r∩BR(0)

〈X, con〉
)

= lim
n

ˆ
r∩BR(0)

〈X, con〉 =

=

ˆ
r∩BR(0)

〈X, coΠ〉 =

ˆ
r∩BR(0)

〈X,W 〉.

This is true for anyX ∈ C1
c (BR(0);R3), thenW = coΠ. Since con ⇀ coΠ weakly in L2(r∩BR(0)) and ‖con‖L2(r∩BR(0)) =

‖coΠ‖L2(r∩BR(0)), then the convergence also holds strongly in L2(r ∩BR(0)).
Since this is true for any subsequence of con, the convergence con → coΠ also holds for the original sequence con. �

Corollary 4.8. If g ≥ 1, the infimum of problem (20) is equal to βg − 4π.

Proof. Let Σn be a minimizing sequence of embedded surfaces for the problem (20) and by Proposition 4.6 assume
Σn → Π in the sense of varifolds, where Π is a half plane. Up to small modifications we can assume 0 6∈ Σn for
any n. By Lemma 4.7 the conormal fields con of Σn converge in L2 norm on compact subsets of the line r to coΠ.
Up to rotation and translation we can suppose that coΠ ≡ (−1, 0, 0) and r = {(1/2, t, 0)|t ∈ R}. Let us perform the
transformation

I−1
1,v(p) =

p

|p|2
+ (−1, 0, 0) ∀p 6= 0.

By Lemma 3.1 we get surfaces Σ′n := {(−1, 0, 0)} ∪ F (Σn) with ∂Σ′n = S1
1(0) such that

(33) W(Σn) = (W +G)(Σ′n)− 2π ≥ βg − 4π − 2π +G(Σ′n),

where the last inequality follows by Theorem 2.1.
The conormal co′n of Σ′n at a point (cos θ, sin θ, 0) = I−1

1,v

(
1
2 ,

sin θ
2(1+cos θ) , 0

)
is

(co′n)(cos θ,sin θ,0) =
dI−1

1,v(con)

|dI−1
1,v(con)|

∣∣∣∣(
1
2 ,

sin θ
2(1+cos θ)

,0
) =

(
con − 2

〈q, con〉
|q|2

q

)∣∣∣∣
q=
(

1
2 ,

sin θ
2(1+cos θ)

,0
).
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The direct calculation then shows that if con → (−1, 0, 0) in L2
({(

1
2 ,

sin θ
2(1+cos θ) , 0

)
|θ ∈ (π − α, π + α)

})
for some α ∈

(0, π), then co′n → p̂ in L2({(cos θ, sin θ, 0)|θ ∈ (π−α, π+α)}), where p̂ is the vector field p̂(cos θ,sin θ,0) = (cos θ, sin θ, 0).
By Lemma 4.7 such convergence happens for any α ∈ (0, π), then

G(Σ′n) =

ˆ
S1

〈p, (co′n)p〉 dH1(p)→ 2π.

Hence passing to the limit in (33) gives the conclusion. �

Putting together Proposition 4.5 with Corollary 4.8, we get the following

Theorem 4.9. If g ≥ 1, problem (20), and equivalently problem (15), has no solution and the infimum equals βg−4π.

text

4.3. Boundary data admitting minimizers. In this part we prove the following result.

Theorem 4.10. text

(i) If g = 1, infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W, and problem (21) has no solution, then the infimum of the problem

equals β1 − 4π = 2π2 − 4π.
(ii) Let g = 1. There exist infinitely many closed convex planar smooth curves Γ such that if infC(Σg)W =

infCimm(Σg)W, then problem (21) has minimizers.
(iii) If g ≥ 2, infC(Σg′ )

W = infCimm(Σg′ )
W and problem (21) has no solution for any genus 1 ≤ g′ ≤ g, then the

infimum of the problem equals βg − 4π.

Remark 4.11. In the assumptions of Theorem 4.10, denote by Σn ∈ C∗(Σ1) a minimizing sequence for problem (21)
with g = 1, let Σ be a varifold limit given by Proposition 4.2, and call D the planar region enclosed by Γ. If problem
(21) has no solution, by Proposition 4.2 the limit varifold Σ is induced by a branched immersion of the disk and
minimizes the problem for genus g′ = 0, hence Σ = D. Also by (22) there exists a unique bad point ξ such that it
absorbs the topology of Σn, more precisely

(34) ∃σn ↘ 0 : D \Bσn(ξ) ' Σn \Bσn(ξ).

In the next lemmas we find lower bounds that will prove point i) of Theorem 4.10. To this aim we will always assume
that we are in the setting of Remark 4.11 and we will divide the cases of bad point ξ lying on the boundary Γ or not.
We first examine the case in which ξ is assumed to be in the interior of D. The strategy goes as follows: we first isolate
the bad point and the topology of the minimizing sequence as stated in Remark 4.11, also by identifying an annular
region such that the surface around the bad point can be written as a graph of functions converging to zero in C1,
and then we substitute the remaining part of the sequence with graphs of biharmonic functions converging to zero in
C2. In the case of ξ ∈ Γ the strategy will be exactly the same, except that we will also need to take into account some
technicalities related to the presence of the boundary.

Lemma 4.12. Let Γ be a closed compact smooth simple planar curve and denote by Σn ∈ C∗(Σ1) a minimizing
sequence for problem (21) with g = 1, let Σ be a varifold limit given by Proposition 4.2, and call D the planar region
enclosed by Γ. Suppose that there is no solution to the minimization problem (21) in the case of genus g = 1 and that
infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W, then call ξ and σn the bad point and the sequence of Remark 4.11.

If the bad point ξ lies in the interior of D, then the infimum of problem (21) is equal to β1 − 4π = 2π2 − 4π.

Proof. By (23), (24), by the convergence in Hausdorff distance, and by the Graph Decomposition Lemma (Appendix
B), we can fix σ0 > 0 such that B2σ0

(ξ) ∩ Γ = ∅ and such that for any σ ∈ S ⊂ (0, σ0) we have an annular region
Aσ = {x ∈ D|σ/4 < |x− ξ| < 3σ/4} and functions uσn : Aσ \ ∪kdσnk → D⊥ with

sup
dom(uσn)

|uσn|
σ

+ |∇uσn| ≤ Cε1/6,

(Σn ∩ Aσ)∗ = graph(uσn) ∪k Pσkn,

πD(Pσkn) = dσkn,
∑
k

diam(Pσkn) ≤ Cε1/6σ,

dσkn ∩ ∂dom(uσn) = ∅,
L1(S(σ0)) ≥ σ0 − cεσ0,
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where Aσ = {x + z|x ∈ Aσ, z ∈ D⊥, |z| < σ/4} and in (Σn ∩ Aσ)∗ the star denotes the selection of the connected
component of (Σn ∩ Aσ) such that

(35) (Σn ∩ Aσ)∗ ∪K ∼= Σn \ Γ,

where K is the unique connected component of Σn ∩Bσ
4
(ξ) satisfying the homeomorphism in (35) (roughly speaking,

we are selecting the right annulus of Σn around the ball accumulating the topology).
From now on let σ ∈ S(σ0) ∩ (σ0/2, σ0) be fixed (which exists for ε small enough); by the properties above we can fix
σ̄ ∈ S̄(σ) ⊂ (σ/4, 3σ/4) with L1(S̄(σ)) ≥ σ/4 such that

∂Bσ̄(ξ) ∩D ⊂ dom(uσn) for infinitely many n,

and ˆ
graph(uσn|∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ)
)

|IIn|2 ≤
2

L1(S̄(σ))

ˆ
graph(uσn)

|IIn|2 ≤
8

σ

ˆ
Σn∩Tσ̄

|IIn|2 for infinitely many n,

where Tσ̄ is a fixed tubolar neighborhood of graph(uσn|∂BR2
σ̄ (ξ)

) independent of n such that no bad points belong to Tσ̄.

By the biharmonic comparison Lemma 2.2 in [37] (Appendix B) and the minimality assumption on the sequence, we
can estimate ˆ

∂BR2
σ̄ (ξ)

|∇2uσn|2 ≤ C(ε)

ˆ
graph(uσn|∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ)
)

|IIn|2 ≤ C(ε)
8

σ

ˆ
Σn∩Tσ̄

|IIn|2,(36)

and for any x, y ∈ ∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ), denoting by γ(x, y) the shortest arc in ∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ) from x to y and by T a tangent unit

vector field to ∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ) we have

|∇uσn(y)−∇uσn(x)| ≤
ˆ
γ(x,y)

∣∣∣∣ ∂∂T ∇uσn
∣∣∣∣ dH1 ≤

ˆ
γ(x,y)

|∇2uσn| dH1 ≤

≤
(ˆ

∂BR2
σ̄ (ξ)

|∇2uσn|2
)1/2

dist
∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ)
(x, y)1/2.

Being also |∇uσn| ≤ Cε1/6, up to subsequence by Ascoli-Arzelà we have

uσn −→
n

0, ∇uσn −→
n

0 uniformly on ∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ).

Now let R = Aσ̄ > 0 such that Γ ⊂ BR/2(ξ), and call B := BR2

R (ξ) \ BR2

σ̄ (ξ). There exist well defined functions

wn ∈ C∞(B) such that 

∆2wn = 0 on B,

wn = uσn on ∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ),

∇wn = ∇uσn on ∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ),

wn = 0 on ∂BR2

R (ξ),

∇wn = 0 on ∂BR2

R (ξ).

It is readily checked that wn minimizes
´
B
|∇2v|2 among all v with the same boundary data. Passing to the infimum

on such v in the inequality
´
B
|∇2wn|2 ≤

´
B
|∇v|2 +

´
B
|∇2v|2 we getˆ

B

|∇2wn|2 ≤ ‖(∇uσn)|
∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ)
‖2
H1/2(∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ))
≤ ‖uσn‖2H1(∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ))
+ ‖∇uσn‖2L2(∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ))
+ ‖∇2uσn‖2L2(∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ))
.

Applying the same inequalities to the function wn − ln for suitable affine functions ln, we estimateˆ
B

|∇2wn|2 ≤ C(B)‖∇2uσn‖2L2(∂BR2
σ̄ (ξ))

= σ̄C∗‖∇2uσn‖2L2(∂BR2
σ̄ (ξ))

,

where C∗ is a universal positive constant. Hence by (36) we obtainˆ
B

|∇2wn|2 ≤ σ̄C∗C(ε)
8

σ

ˆ
Σn∩Tσ̄

|IIn|2 ≤ 6C∗C(ε)

ˆ
Σn∩Tσ̄

|IIn|2,

then by (25) we get

lim sup
n

ˆ
B

|∇2wn|2 ≤ 6C∗C(ε) lim sup
n

(
|IIn|2H2 ¬Σn

)(
Tσ̄
)
≤

≤ 6C∗C(ε)

(
|IID|2H2 ¬D

)(
Tσ̄
)

= 0.

(37)
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By Remark 4.11 we conclude that the C1,1 surface Σ̃n given by extending wn to zero on (BR2

R (0))c and then gluing

graph(wn) with Σn at the curve uσn(∂BR2

σ̄ (ξ)) is an asymptotically flat surface of genus 1; hence its Willmore energy
is no greater or equal than 2π2 − 4π. By (37) we conclude that

(38) 2π2 − 4π ≤ lim inf
n
W(Σ̃n) ≤ lim inf

n
W(Σn) +W(graph(wn)) = lim

n
W(Σn) ≤ 2π2 − 4π.

�

Remark 4.13. Let us mention that it is possible to give a better description of the behavior of the bad point ξ in
the interior of D as follows. In the assumptions and notation of Lemma 4.12 and of its proof, there exists a sequence
of blow ups An(Σ̃n − ξ) with An → ∞ that converges (up to subsequences) to P up to subsequence in the sense of
varifolds, where P is an asymptotically flat surface of genus 1 with one end with minimal energy equal to e1. This
easily follows by choosing An suitably and by the fact that the Willmore energy is scaling invariant and W(Σ̃n)→ e1.

Now we consider the case in which ξ lies on the boundary curve. In complete analogy with the proof of Lemma 4.12,
this time we will compare the energy of the minimizing sequence with the energy of an asymptotically flat surface of
genus 1 having a straight line as boundary, and thus exploit the results in Subsection 4.2. To this aim, we will first
need to flatten the curve Γ around the bad point, and this will be the output of the technical part of the next lemma;
the rest of the argument is then analogous to the strategy employed in the case of ξ belonging to the interior of D.

Lemma 4.14. Let Γ be a closed compact smooth simple planar curve and denote by Σn ∈ C∗(Σ1) a minimizing
sequence for problem (21) with g = 1, let Σ be a varifold limit given by Proposition 4.2, and call D the planar region
enclosed by Γ. Suppose that there is no solution to the minimization problem (21) in the case of genus g = 1 and that
infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W, then call ξ and σn the bad point and the sequence of Remark 4.11.
If there is no solution to the minimization problem (21) in the case of genus g = 1, if the bad point ξ lies on the
boundary Γ, then the infimum of problem (21) is equal to β1 − 4π = 2π2 − 4π.

Proof. Applying the same arguments and estimates of the proof of Lemma 4.12 on a sequence of radii (σ0)n ↘ 0 in place
of σ0, we deduce, up to passing to a diagonal sequence, the existence of radii rn ↘ 0 and functions un : Ωn ⊂ D → D⊥

such that

∂BR2

rn (ξ) ∩D ⊂ Ωn,

graph(un) ⊂ Σn,

Σn \ (graph(un|∂BR2
rn

(ξ)∩D) ∪ Γ) ' D t Σn \ Γ,ˆ
∂BR2

rn
(ξ)∩D

|∇2un|2 ≤
8

r̃n

ˆ
Σn∩Trn

|IIn|2 ≤
1

n
,

|un|, |∇un| ≤ r2
n on ∂BR2

rn (ξ) ∩D,

sup
Ωn

|∇un| ≤ Cε1/6,

(39)

where each Trn is a closed tubolar neighborhood of graph(un|∂BR2
rn

(ξ)∩D) not containing bad points and r̃n is a suitable

radius (here r̃n, rn respectively do the job of σ, σ̄ in the proof of Lemma 4.12).
Up to translation and rotation assume ξ = 0, Γ ⊂ {z = 0}, {x = 0} is tangent to Γ at ξ = 0 and (0,−1, 0) points
outside of D. In this way for ρ ≤ ρ0(Γ) ≤ 1 let Γρ : Iρ ⊂ R→ R be the function such that Γ∩Bρ(0) = (graph(Γρ), 0).
Also for any ρ ∈ (0, ρ0(Γ)) extend Γρ on the whole line arbitrarily but assuming that

Γρ : R→ R, Γρ ∈ C∞c (−10, 10),

Γ ∩Bρ(0) = (graph(Γρ), 0) ∩Bρ(0),

sup
R
|Γ′ρ| ≤ sup

(−ρ,ρ)
|Γ′ρ|,

sup
R
|Γ′′ρ | ≤ sup

(−ρ,ρ)
|Γ′′ρ |.

(40)

Now for indexes n and radii rn ≤ ρ0/2 as in (39), let Σ̃n := 1
rn

Σn and let fn be the diffeomorphism

fn : R3 → R3, fn(p) = p−
(

0,
1

rn
Γrn(rnπ1(p)), 0

)
,
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where π1(p) = x if p = (x, y, z). Then call Σ′n := fn(Σ̃n). In this way we have deformed a neighborhood of 0 in Γ into
a segment; more precisely: 1

rn
(Irn , 0, 0) ⊂ ∂Σ′n. Since

d(fn)p =

 1 0 0
−Γ′rn

∣∣
rnπ1(p)

1 0

0 0 1

 , ∂i∂j(fn)(p) = −rnδxi δxj

 0
Γ′′rn
∣∣
rnπ1(p)

0

 ,

and Γ′ρ −−−→
ρ→0

0 uniformly on R and |Γ′′ρ | ≤ k0 with k0 depending only on the curvature of Γ, we then get that

sup
p∈R3

|fn(p)− p| ≤ C(k0)rn −−−−→
n→∞

0,

sup
p∈R3

∥∥∥∥d(fn)p − id
∣∣
R3

∥∥∥∥ −−−−→n→∞
0,

sup
p∈R3

‖d2fn(p)‖ ≡ sup
p∈R3

(∑
i,j,k

|∂i∂j(fkn)(p)|2
)1/2

−−−−→
n→∞

0.

(41)

Then ‖fn − id|R3‖C2(R3) −→
n

0. Hence we can write

(42) ∀T > 0 ∃|ηn| ↘ 0 : W(Σn) ≥ W(Σ̃n ∩BT (0)) =W(Σ′n ∩BT (0)) + ηn.

From now on call I ′n := 1
rn

(Irn , 0, 0) ⊂ ∂Σ′n, γ′n := fn
(

1
rn

(∂BR2

rn (0)∩D)
)

and u′n : Ω′n := fn
(

1
rn

(Ωn)
)
→ R the functions

parametrizing Σ′n corresponding to the functions un in (39), that is

u′n((x, y)) =
1

rn
un

(
rn(x, y) + (0,Γrn(rnx))

)
=

1

rn
un

(
rnx, rny + Γrn(rnx)

)
.

By (39) we have

(i) γ′n ⊂ Ω′n,

(ii) Σ′n \ (graph(u′n|γ′n) ∪ I ′n) ' D t Σn \ Γ,

(iii) |u′n| ≤ rn on γ′n,

(43)

|∂iu′n|(p) =

∣∣∣∣δxi ∂1un
∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

+ (δyi + δxi Γ′rn
∣∣
rnx

)∂2un
∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

∣∣∣∣ ≤
≤ 2
(
1 + sup |Γ′rn |

)
r2
n ≤ C1r

2
n on γ′n,

(44)

and since

|∂j∂iu′n|2((x, y)) =
∣∣δxi [δxj rn(∂11un)

∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

+

+ rn(δyj + δxj Γ′rn
∣∣
rnx

)(∂21un)
∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

]
+

+ rn(δxi δ
x
j Γ′′rn

∣∣
rnx

)(∂2un) + (δyi + δxi Γ′rn
∣∣
rnx

)
[
δxj rn(∂12un)

∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

+

+ rn(δyi + δxi Γ′rn
∣∣
rnx

)(∂22un)
∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

]∣∣2 ≤
≤ 2(k0Cε

1/6rn)2 + 4r2
n(1 + sup |Γ′rn |)

4|∇2un|2
∣∣
(rnx,rny+Γrn (rnx))

,

then ˆ
γ′n

|∇2u′n|2((x, y)) dH1((x, y)) ≤

≤ 4

ˆ
∂BR2

rn
(0)∩D

2(k0Cε
1/6rn)2 + 4r2

n(1 + sup |Γ′rn |)
4|∇2un|2(x̄, ȳ)Jac∂BR2

rn
(0)(fn ◦D 1

rn
) dH1((x̄, ȳ)) ≤

≤ 4

ˆ
∂BR2

rn
(0)∩D

2(k0Cε
1/6rn)2 + 4r2

n(1 + sup |Γ′rn |)
4|∇2un|2(x̄, ȳ)

C̄

rn
dH1((x̄, ȳ)) ≤

≤ 16C̄

(
k2

0C
2ε1/3π

2
r2
n + (1 + sup |Γ′rn |)

4 rn
n

)
≤ C2r

2
n + C3

rn
n
.

(45)

Note that by construction γ′n −→
n
∂BR2

1 (0) ∩ {y ≥ 0} in C2 norm. Then there exist functions g1
n : [0, 1/4] → R such

that γ′n ∩ {y ≤ 1/4, x > 0} = {(g1
n(y), y)} and ‖g1

n − g1‖C2([0,1/4]) ↘ 0, with g1(y) =
√

1− y2; also extending g1
n and
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g1 on R as we did in (40), we can say that ‖g1
n − g1‖C2(R) ↘ 0. Let χ1 ∈ C∞c (BR2

1/4((1, 0))) be a cut off function such

that χ|
BR2

1/8
((1,0))

= 1 and consider the function

F 1
n : R3 → R3 F 1

n((x, y, z)) =

{
(x, y, z) x ≤ 1

8 ,

(1− χ1) · (x, y, z) + χ1 · (x− g1
n(y) + g1(y), y, z) x > 1

8 .

Performing the same construction around the point (−1, 0) and getting the corresponding function

F 2
n : R3 → R3 F 2

n((x, y, z)) =

{
(x, y, z) x ≥ − 1

8 ,

(1− χ2) · (x, y, z) + χ2 · (x− g2
n(y) + g2(y), y, z) x < − 1

8 ,

we have that the diffeomorphism

Fn : R3 → R3 Fn((x, y, z)) =


F 1
n((x, y, z)) x > 1

8 ,

(x, y, z) − 1
8 ≤ x ≤

1
8 ,

F 2
n((x, y, z)) x < − 1

8 ,

is such that ‖Fn−id|R3‖C2(R3) → 0 and γ′′n := Fn(γ′n) intersects orthogonally the axis {y = 0}. By the same arguments
leading to (42) we have |W(Σ′n∩BT (0))−W(Fn(Σ′n)∩BT (0))| < η̃n for some |η̃n| ↘ 0. Also by the same calculations
in the (43), (44), (45) we have that the functions parametrizing Fn(Σ′n) satisfy the analogous relations.
Hence, up to applying the sequence of diffeomorphisms Fn on Σ′n, in the following we can assume that

(42) holds,

(43), (44), (45) hold,

γ′n intersects orthogonally the axis {y = 0}.
(46)

Then by (46) the following extended functions are well defined.

û′n : Ω′n ∪ {(x, y)|(x,−y) ∈ Ω′n} → R, û′n((x, y)) :=

{
u′n((x, y)) y ≥ 0,

−u′n((x,−y)) y < 0,

and call γ̂′n := γ′n ∪ {(x, y)|(x,−y) ∈ γ′n}. Note that by construction, the functions û′n satisfy the inequalities in (43),
(44), (45) (the notation adapted with dom(û′n) and γ̂′n in the right places).

Consider now R >> 1 and let Bn = BR2

R (0) \ encl(γ̂′n).
Let us adopt the following notation on trace operators

tr1,n : W 1,2(B)→ L2(γ̂′n),

tr2 : W 1,2(B)→ L2(∂BR2

R (0)),

tr : W 1,2(B)→ L2({y = 0} ∩Bn).

A function f ∈ C1(B̄n) ∩ {tr2(f) = 0} verifies a Poincaré-like inequality as follows. If T (ρ, θ) = ρ(cos θ, sin θ), then

|f(x, y)|2 = |f ◦ T (ρ̄, θ)|2 =

∣∣∣∣ˆ R

ρ̄

∂(f ◦ T )

∂ρ
(ρ, θ) dρ

∣∣∣∣2 ≤ (R− ρ̄)

ˆ R

ρ̄

|∇f |2|T (ρ,θ) dρ.

Hence

‖f‖2L2(Bn) =

ˆ 2π

0

ˆ R

r(θ)

|f |2|T (ρ̄,θ)ρ̄ dρ̄dθ ≤
ˆ 2π

0

ˆ R

r(θ)

(R− ρ̄)

ˆ R

ρ̄

|∇f |2|T (ρ,θ) dρ ρ̄ dρ̄dθ ≤

≤
ˆ 2π

0

ˆ R

r(θ)

(
R− 1

2

)ˆ R

ρ̄

|∇f |2|T (ρ,θ)ρ dρ dρ̄dθ ≤

≤
(
R− 1

2

)ˆ 2π

0

ˆ R

r(θ)

ˆ R

r(θ)

|∇f |2|T (ρ,θ)ρ dρ dρ̄dθ ≤

≤
(
R− 1

2

)2

‖∇f‖2L2(Bn),

where we used ρ̄ ≤ ρ in the second inequality, ρ̄ ≥ r(θ) in the third inequality and we assumed n sufficiently large so
that r(θ) > 1/2 for any θ.
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Similarly if ∇f ∈ C1(B̄n) ∩ {tr2(∇f) = 0}, then ‖∇f‖2L2(Bn) ≤ 2(R− 1/2)2‖∇2f‖2L2(Bn).

By approximation we get that if v ∈ V = W 2,2 ∩ {tr2(v) = 0, tr2(∇v) = 0}, then

‖v‖L2(Bn) ≤ (R− 1/2)‖∇v‖L2(Bn),

‖∇v‖L2(Bn) ≤
√

2(R− 1/2)‖∇2v‖L2(Bn).
(47)

Hence by direct methods, (47) and continuity of trace operators, for any n there exists a solution to the following
minimization problem

min

{ˆ
Bn

|∇2v|2 | v ∈W 2,2(Bn) : tr1,n(v) = û′n, tr1,n(∇v) = ∇û′n,

tr2(v) = 0, tr2(∇v) = 0,

tr(v) = 0

}
.

Call such minimizer wn. Hence wn satisfies in a weak sense the equation

∆2wn = 0 on Bn,

tr1,n(wn) = û′n,

tr1,n(∇wn) = ∇û′n,
tr2(wn) = 0,

tr2(∇wn) = 0,

tr(wn) = 0,

that implies wn ∈ C∞(B̄n).
By (46) and the same calculations of the proof of Lemma 4.12 we getˆ

Bn

|∇2wn|2 ≤ C(Bn)‖∇2û′n‖2L2(γ̂′n) ≤ C(Bn)rn(C2rn + C31/n),

and since Bn → BR2

R (0) \BR2

1 (0) in C2 norm, then C(Bn) ≤ C∗ for some C∗ independent of n. Hence we get

D(graph(wn)),W(graph(wn)) ≤ εn −→
n

0.

Extend now wn to the value 0 outside of BR2

R (0) to get a function wn ∈ C1,1(enlc(γ̂′n)c). We consider the following
C1,1 composite surface

Sn = [(Σ′n)∗ ∪ cl(graph(wn))] \ {(x, y, z)|y < 0},
where (Σ′n)∗ denotes the obvious truncation at γ′n.
Choosing T > R in (46) we have

W(Σn) ≥ W(Sn)− εn + ηn.

Finally we observe that by construction Sn is a C1,1 surface of genus 1 with the axis {y = 0} as boundary. Then by
approximation by Theorem 4.9 we conclude that

lim inf
n
W(Σn) ≥ β1 − 4π,

which concludes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 4.10. Point i) follows from Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.14. For point ii) let T ⊂ R3 be the standard
Willmore minimizing torus, that is the stereographic projection in R3 of the Clifford torus S1 × S1 ⊂ S3, and fix a
point q ∈ T such that the Gaussian curvature K satisfies K(q) > 0. Then perform the spherical inversion I1,q(T \{q}).
After isometry we get an asymptotically flat torus S with asymptotic plane {z = 0} and for η > 0 small enough we can
assume that S ∩ {z < η} identifies an end of the surface. Removing such end we get a surface Sη with planar convex
boundary Γη and energy W(Sη) < 2π2− 4π, then by i), if infC(Σg)W = infCimm(Σg)W for such Γη, then problem (21)
with boundary Γη has minimizers.
Finally point iii) follows from the fact that the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.14 are local. More
precisely, let g ≥ 2 and assume the hypotheses in iii). By Proposition 4.2 a minimizing sequence Σn still converge to
D as varifolds and by (22) we get the existence of P ≥ 1 bad points ξ1, ..., ξP each absorbing a quantum gi ≥ 1 of

genus with
∑P
i=1 gi = g, in the sense that

∃σn ↘ 0 : D \
P⋃
i=1

Bσn(ξi) ' Σn \
P⋃
i=1

Bσn(ξi).
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Hence applying the same arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.14 at each point ξi we now get the
inequality

W(Σn) ≥
P∑
i=1

(βgi − 4π) =

P∑
i=1

egi .

Then the thesis follows by the inequality
∑P
i=1 egi > eg proved in [4]. �

text

Appendix A. Curvature varifolds with boundary

In this appendix we recall the definitions and the results about curvature varifolds with boundary that we need
throughout the whole work. This section is based on [24] (see also [36], [19]).

Let Ω ⊂ Rk be an open set, and let 1 < n ≤ k. We identify a n-dimensional vector subspace P of Rk with the
k × k-matrix {Pij} associated to the orthogonal projection over the subspace P . Hence the Grassmannian Gn,k of
n-spaces in Rk is endowed with the Frobenius metric of the corresponding projection matrices. Moreover given a
subset A ⊂ Rk, we define Gn(A) = A×Gn,k, endowed with the product topology. A general n-varifold V in an open
set Ω ⊂ Rk is a non-negative Radon measure on Gn(Ω). The varifold convergence is the weak* convergence of Radon
measures on Gn(Ω), defined by duality with C0

c (Gn(Ω)) functions.
We denote by π : Gn(Ω) → Ω the natural projection, and by µV = π](V ) the push forward of a varifold V onto Ω.
The measure µV is called induced (weight) measure in Ω.
Given a couple (M, θ) where M ⊂ Ω is countably n-rectifiable and θ : M → N≥1 is Hn-measurable, the symbol v(M, θ)
defines the (integer) rectifiable varifold given byˆ

Gn(Ω)

ϕ(x, P ) dv(M, θ)(x, P ) =

ˆ
M

ϕ(x, TxM) θ(x) dHn(x),

where TxM is the generalized tangent space of M at x (which exists Hn-ae since M is rectifiable). The function θ is
called density or multiplicity of v(M, θ). Note that µV = θHn ¬M in such a case.

From now on we will always understand that a varifold V is an integer rectifiable one.

We say that a function ~H ∈ L1
loc(µV ;Rk) is the generalized mean curvature of V = v(M, θ) and σV Radon Rk-valued

measure on Ω is its generalized boundary ifˆ
divTMX dµV = −n

ˆ
〈 ~H,X〉 dµV +

ˆ
X dσV ,

for any X ∈ C1
c (Ω;Rk), where divTMX is the Hn-ae defined tangential divergence of X on the tangent space of M .

If V has generalized mean curvature ~H, the Willmore energy of V is defined to be

W(V ) =

ˆ
|H|2 dµV .

The operator X 7→ δV (X) :=
´

divTMX dµV is called first variation of V . Observe that for any X ∈ C1
c (Ω;Rk), the

function ϕ(x, P ) := divP (X)(x) = tr(P∇X(x)) is continuous on Gn(Ω). Hence, if Vn → V in the sense of varifolds,
then δVn(X)→ δV (X).

By analogy with integration formulas classically known in the context of submanifolds, we say that a varifold V =
v(M, θ) is a curvature n-varifold with boundary in Ω if there exist functions Aijk ∈ L1

loc(V ) and a Radon Rk-valued
measure ∂V on Gn(Ω) such thatˆ

Gn(Ω)

Pij∂xjϕ(x, P ) +Aijk(x, P )∂Pjkϕ(x, P ) dV (x, P ) =

= n

ˆ
Gn(Ω)

ϕ(x, P )Ajij(x, P ) dV (x, P ) +

ˆ
Gn(Ω)

ϕ(x, P ) d∂Vi(x, P ),

for any i = 1, ..., k for any ϕ ∈ C0
c (Gn(Ω)). The rough idea is that the term on the left is the integral of a tangential

divergence, while on the right we have integration against a mean curvature plus a boundary term. The measure ∂V
is called boundary measure of V .
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Theorem A.1 ([24]). Let V = v(M, θ) be a curvature varifold with boundary on Ω. Then the following hold true.
i) Aijk = Aikj, Aijj = 0, and Aijk = PjrAirk + PrkAijr = PjrAikr + PkrAijr.
ii) Pil∂Vl(x, P ) = ∂Vi(x, P ) as measures on Gn(Ω).
iii) PilAljk = Aijk.
iv) Hi(x, P ) := 1

nAjij(x, P ) satisfies that PilHl(x, P ) = 0 for V -ae (x, P ) ∈ Gn(Ω).

v) V has generalized mean curvature ~H with components Hi(x, TxM) and generalized boundary σV = π](∂V ).

We call the functions IIkij(x) := PilAjkl components of the generalized second fundamental form of a curvature var-

ifold V . Observe that IIkjj = PjlAjlk = Ajjk−PklAjjl = Ajkj−PklAjlj = nHk−nPklHl = nHk, and Aijk = IIkij+IIjki.

In conclusion we state the compactness theorem that we use in this work.

Theorem A.2 ([24]). Let p > 1 and Vl a sequence of curvature varifolds with boundary in Ω. Call A
(l)
ijk the functions

Aijk of Vl. Suppose that A
(l)
ijk ∈ Lp(V ) and

sup
l

{
µVl(W ) +

ˆ
Gn(W )

∣∣∣∣∑
i,j,k

|A(l)
ijk|
∣∣∣∣p dVl + |∂Vl|(Gn(W ))

}
≤ C(W ) < +∞

for any W ⊂⊂ Gn(Ω), where |∂Vl| is the total variation measure of ∂Vl. Then:

i) up to subsequence Vl converges to a curvature varifold with boundary V in the sense of varifolds. Moreover A
(l)
ijkVl →

AijkV and ∂Vl → ∂V weakly* as measures on Gn(Ω);

ii) for every lower semicontinuous function f : Rk3 → [0,+∞] it holds thatˆ
Gn(Ω)

f(Aijk) dV ≤ lim inf
l

ˆ
Gn(Ω)

f(A
(l)
ijk) dVl.

It follows from the above theorem that the Willmore energy is lower semicontinuous with respect to varifold conver-
gence of curvature varifolds with boundary satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem A.2.

Finally we give the definition of image varifold used in this work. Let v(M, θ) be an integer rectifiable varifold in Ω,
and let f : A ⊂ Ω → B ⊂ Rk be a Lipschitz proper function with M ⊂ A. Then the image varifold Im (f) is defined

by Im (f) = v(f(M), θ̃) with θ̃(y) =
∑

x∈f−1(x)∩M

θ(x).

text

Appendix B. Useful results

For the convenience of the reader, here we collect some useful technical results that we need in the proofs of this work.

Lemma B.1 (Graphical Decomposition). Let Σ ⊂ R3 be a smooth immersed surface with embedded boundary Γ, and

let p0 ∈ Σ. For any β > 0 there is ε0 = ε0(β) > 0 such that if ε ∈ (0, ε0], if |Σ∩Bρ(p0)| ≤ βρ2, and if D(Bρ(p0)) ≤ ε2,
then the following holds.

There are pairwise disjoint closed topological discs P1, ..., PN ⊂ Σ with
∑N
j=1 diamPj ≤ C

√
ερ such that

Σ ∩B ρ
2
(p0) \

( N⋃
i=1

Pj

)
=

( M⋃
i=1

graph(ui)

)
∩B ρ

2
(p0),

where ui ∈ C∞(Ωi;L
⊥
i ) with Li plane in R3 and Ωi piecewise smooth bounded connected domain in Li of the form

Ω0
i \
(
∪k di,k

)
, where Ω0

i is simply connected and di,k are pairwise disjoint closed discs in Li such that

M ≤ Cβ, sup
Ωi

|ui|
ρ

+ sup
Ωi

|∇ui| ≤ Cε1/6.

Moreover, for any σ ∈ (ρ/4, ρ/2) such that Σ intersects ∂Bσ(p0) transversely and ∂Bσ(p0) ∩ (∪jPj) = ∅ we have

Σ ∩Bσ(p0) =

M⋃
i=1

Dσ,i,

where Dσ,i is a topological disc with graph(ui)∩Bσ(p0) ⊂ Dσ,i, and Dσ,i \ graphui is a union of a subcollection of the
Pj’s.
Moreover, if p0 6∈ Γ, then for ρ < d(p0,Γ) the domains Ωi are smooth and di,k ∩ Γ = ∅.

Proof. The proof immediately follows by Lemma 2.1 in [37] and the observations in [34] at p. 280. �
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Lemma B.2 (Biharmonic Comparison, Lemma 2.2 in [37]). Let u ∈ C2(U) with U ⊂ R2 smooth open neighborhood

of ∂BR2

ρ (0). Call Σ the surface parametrized by u as graph. Suppose that |∇u| ≤ ε. Let w ∈ C∞(BR2

ρ (0)) such that
∆2w = 0 BR2

ρ (0),

w = u ∂BR2

ρ (0),

∇w = ∇u ∂BR2

ρ (0).

Then ˆ
BR2
ρ (0)

|∇2w|2 ≤ Cρ
ˆ
graph

(
u|
∂BR2
ρ (0)

) |IIΣ|2 dH1,

where C = C(ε) depends only on ε and it is uniformly bounded for ε ∈ [0, 1].

Lemma B.3 (Boundary Biharmonic Comparison). Let ψ : (−a, a) → R with ψ ∈ C2 parametrize as graph a curve
Γ ⊂ R2. Assume ψ(0) = 0, |ψ′| < δ ∈ (0, 1), and |ψ′′| ≤ Λ. Define A := {(x, y) | y ≥ ψ(x)} and let ρ ∈ (−a/2, a/2).

Let u ∈ C2(U) with U open neighborhood in A of ∂BR2

ρ (0) ∩ A. Call Σ the surface with boundary parametrized by u
as graph. Suppose

u|Γ∩U = 0, |∇u| ≤ ε.
Let w ∈ C∞(BR2

ρ (0)) such that 
∆2w = 0 BR2

ρ (0),

w = ū ∂BR2

ρ (0),

∇w = ∇ū ∂BR2

ρ (0),

w = 0 Γ ∩BR2

ρ (0),

where ū,∇ū denote continuous extensions of u,∇u on ∂BR2

ρ (0) with ‖ū‖∞ ≤ ‖u‖∞, ‖∇ū‖∞ ≤ C(Λ)‖∇u‖∞. Thenˆ
BR2
ρ (0)

|∇2w|2 ≤ Cρ
ˆ
graph

(
u|
∂BR2
ρ (0)∩A

) |IIΣ|2 dH1,

where C = C(ε,Λ) depends only on ε,Λ and it is uniformly bounded for ε ∈ [0, 1] and Λ ∈ [0,Λ0] for a given Λ0 < +∞.

Proof. Up to C2-diffeomorphism we can assume that ψ ≡ 0. In this case the surface Σ can be extended to a surface Σ̄
inside B 7

4ρ
by an odd reflection about the segment Γ, so that Σ̄∩B 5

4ρ
is without boundary. Extending correspondingly

the function u, the proof follows applying the very same estimates used in the proof of Lemma B.2. �

Remark B.4. The functions w in Lemma B.2 and in Lemma B.3 can be chosen to be a minimizers of
´
BR2
ρ (0)

|∇2v|2

or of
´
BR2
ρ (0)

|∆v|2, among competitors v satisfying the same boundary conditions.

Lemma B.5 (Poincaré-type inequality). Let δ ∈ (0, 1/2). Let Ω ⊂ BR2

1 (0) =: B a domain of the form B \ E such
that: L1(πx(E)) ≤ 1/2 and L1(πy(E)) < δ, where πi is the projection on the i-axis. Then there exists a universal
constant C such that for any f ∈W 1,2(Ω) and any subdomain ω ⊂ Ω it holds that

inf
λ∈R

ˆ
ω

|f − λ|2 dx ≤ C
ˆ
ω

|∇f |2 dx+ Cδ sup
ω
|f |2.

Proof. For a subdomain ω ⊂ Ω and f ∈ W 1,2(Ω), the restriction f |ω is a Sobolev function in W 1,2(ω). Hence the
proof follows by applying Lemma A.1 in [37]. �

text
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